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Abstract 
 

Understanding and informing interventions to improve antiretroviral adherence: three 
papers on antiretroviral adherence in sub-Saharan Africa 

 
by 
 

Nancy Lynn Czaicki 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Epidemiology 
 

University of California, Berkeley 
 

Professor Sandra McCoy, Chair 
 

The widespread availability of antiretroviral therapy (ART) for HIV infection in Sub-
Saharan Africa (SSA) has resulted in decreased morbidity, mortality, and transmission of 
HIV. This region, however, still represents the majority of the global burden of HIV. 
Furthermore, levels of retention in care and medication adherence, critical determinants 
of ART effectiveness, are currently suboptimal, and, thus, continue to be the target of 
many interventions. This dissertation is comprised of three chapters related to 
understanding ART adherence and interventions to improve it. 

Chapter 1 quantitatively describes and examines the distribution of poor adherence to 
antiretroviral therapy in a study of HIV-positive patients in Zambia. In a novel 
application of the Lorenz curve, a tool used commonly in economics, this analysis 
characterized the concentration of medication non-possession in a network of clinics in 
order to identify “hotspots” and predictors of poor adherence. Results extend previous 
studies by revealing that even though average adherence is high, lapses in adherence are 
common and concentrated among a minority of patients, and also in certain clinics. This 
concentration and variability varies with time on ART. Furthermore, a small fraction of 
patients accounts for the majority of days of medication non-possession, with the size of 
this group increasing with time on ART. This suggests that targeted interventions may 
represent a preferable overall strategy as compared to those targeting all patients to 
improve adherence. Furthermore, there was high variability across clinics suggesting that 
interventions targeting clinic “hotspots” may also represent an efficient use of resources 
to improve ART adherence.  

Chapter 2 presents the results of the first qualitative study to examine conditional 
incentives for ART adherence and their potential pathways of action among people living 
with HIV. This study was conducted within a study of conditional food and cash transfers 
to increase retention in care and adherence to ART among HIV-positive food insecure 
recent adults in Shinyanga, Tanzania. Although financial and in-kind incentives have 
been shown to improve outcomes along the HIV care cascade, results are mixed, and 
there is little evidence about the pathways through which incentives work. Results of this 
qualitative study and analysis revealed that incentives acted through three primary 
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pathways to potentially increase retention in care and adherence to ART: 1) addressing 
competing needs and offsetting opportunity costs associated with clinic attendance, 2) 
increasing motivation and 3) alleviating stress associated with attending clinic, worry 
about providing for oneself and one’s family, and providing hope for a better future. The 
first pathway was the strongest, which was consistent with field observations and 
discussions with local clinic staff, research staff, and Ministry of Health officials. 
Participants did not report any harmful events associated with the incentives, and 
reported a variety of beneficial spillover effects on household welfare. Understanding 
these pathways can help improve design and targeting of future food or cash incentive 
interventions.   

Chapter 3 focused on intrinsic motivation within the aforementioned study of food and 
cash transfers for ART adherence in Tanzania. Some critical of incentives argue that 
incentives can ‘crowd out’ intrinsic motivation, making the individual less likely to 
engage in the desired behavior after the incentive is removed, potentially leading to 
limited durability of effect and causing harm in the long term. This hypothesis was 
examined among recent antiretroviral treatment initiates in Tanzania by comparing 
participants’ level of intrinsic motivation before receiving transfers to the level once the 
transfer period ended. The analysis revealed that, not only did intrinsic motivation not 
decrease after the transfer period ended, but that the level of intrinsic motivation 
increased overall and within study arms. Furthermore, the change in motivation did not 
differ by study arms. As the first study to empirically examine the crowding out 
hypothesis regarding incentives in a real-world, resource-limited setting, these results 
suggest that incentive interventions in such settings should not be impeded by concerns 
of crowding out intrinsic motivation. 

Together these chapters contribute to improving our understanding of antiretroviral 
adherence and intervention response. The Lorenz curve and medication possession 
analysis provides a more comprehensive and detailed measurement and illustration of 
adherence and its variability across individuals and clinics in Zambia. Such information 
is critical to targeting and designing future interventions. Next, by examining an ongoing 
intervention to improve adherence in Tanzania, we were able to elucidate and examine 
the potential pathways of action of food and cash transfers. Furthermore, we found no 
evidence that these incentives decreased intrinsic motivation. Knowledge gleaned from 
this deep exploration of the incentives’ mechanism of action in a real-world setting not 
only informs refinement of the intervention, but also helps to fill the gap in understanding 
how and when these interventions may work.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Burden and impact of HIV 
As of 2012, HIV/AIDS had infected 75 million people and resulted in 36 million deaths.1 
Globally, an estimated 35.3 million people are currently living with HIV of which 25 
million live in Sub Saharan Africa. Although there has been a 33% decrease in HIV 
incidence since 2001, there were 2.3 million new infections in 2012 of which 1.6 million 
occurred in Sub Saharan Africa.2 This translates into 6,300 new HIV infections per day in 
2012 with 95% of these in low and middle-income countries. No other disease to date has 
decreased life expectancy as dramatically as HIV/AIDS, however public sector provision 
of antiretroviral therapy (ART) has greatly contributed to its rebound.3 Furthermore, 
since it primarily affects young adults, HIV/AIDS has strong economic and social 
impacts on society, resulting in an increased loss of productivity and increase in orphans 
and child-led households.4  
 
Antiretroviral therapy 
Through a combination of increased funding, development of new antiretroviral (ARV) 
medications, capacity building and development work, antiretroviral therapy (ART) is 
now a widely available and highly effective method of combating the AIDS epidemic.5,6 
The advent of ART has shifted HIV from a deadly disease towards a treatable chronic 
condition. ART has been repeatedly shown to reduce the morbidity and mortality of the 
individual,7-9 as well as significantly reduce the risk of transmission.10-13 In the past five 
years the WHO guidelines for ART eligibility have expanded, with the CD4 cutoff 
doubling from 250 to 500 cells/mm3.14 Results of recent randomized trials showed a 
beneficial effect of ART for all HIV-infected individuals regardless of CD4 count.15,16 
This prompted updated WHO guidelines (full guidelines to be released in 2016) that 
recommend starting all HIV-individuals on ART at any CD4 count.17 
 
The HIV care continuum 
The mantra of “seek, test, treat, retain”18,19 outlines the main steps in the HIV care and 
treatment cascade, which begins by testing individuals for HIV and continues by linking 
them to care, initiating ART, retaining them in care, and ultimately ensuring that they are 
virally suppressed. When examined closely, these steps can signal key intervention points 
to address weaknesses in cascade completion. The care continuum can be divided into 
three distinct phases: HIV testing, pre-ART care, and ART care.20 Individuals must first 
be sought out or seek care themselves, often at a health facility or in the community, and 
then be tested for HIV. Those who are HIV-positive enter the pre-ART care phase where 
they are assessed for ART eligibility by clinical staging or CD4 count. This often requires 
at least one return visit to the health facility. If they are not eligible for ART, they are 
advised to remain engaged in care and be periodically evaluated for ART eligibility. If 
they are eligible, they typically receive some amount of education and counseling and 
subsequently initiate ART. In Tanzania and Zambia, the focus of this dissertation, this 
process requires at least three visits, which typically occur over the course of several 
weeks. Although eligibility guidelines have been expanded, these are not yet in practice 
in all settings. Once on ART, individuals must return to the clinic at regular intervals 
(often monthly to quarterly) to receive medical care and refill prescriptions. 
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Though it initially appears to be a linear process, there are many points in the HIV care 
continuum where individuals can disengage. For example, many people are lost to the 
health system between testing and treatment before beginning ART.20,21 A meta-analysis 
of Sub-Saharan Africa found that roughly 30% of people were lost between testing and 
receiving CD4 count results with roughly 50% of those remaining being eligible for 
ART. Of those eligible, only an estimated 62% started ART.22 Among those who are 
eligible and initiate ART, the importance of retention in care is compounded by its 
inextricable link to ART adherence and viral suppression,23,24 and thus better health 
outcomes. Each gap or entry/exit point in the HIV care continuum indicates a potential 
opportunity for an intervention to maximize the effectiveness of HIV care and treatment 
and minimize loss from the continuum. While acknowledging the importance of 
interventions at all stages of the care continuum, this dissertation will focus on retention 
and adherence. 

 
Retention in care and adherence are required attributes of successful HIV treatment and 
prevention programs. Focusing on the treatment of people living with HIV (PLWH), high 
levels of adherence are required to receive the benefits of ART, including increased 
survival, viral suppression, reduced morbidity, higher quality of life, and reduced risk of 
progression to AIDS.25-27 Furthermore, non-adherence increases the risk of developing 
drug resistance.28 Meta-analysis of ART-adherence in Sub-Saharan Africa estimate 77% 
adherence, although there is much variability (range 30-100%).29 In the current 
landscape, these estimates of retention in care give pause to viewing universal test and 
treat as a primary strategy to end the HIV epidemic without accompanying interventions 
to increase retention. Estimates suggest that of the minority of PLWH that initiate ART, 
only 65% are retained in care at 3 years,20 with death estimated to account for 40-60% of 
those lost to follow-up.30,31 In addition to its individual clinical benefits, many HIV 
prevention programs are based on ART including prevention of mother to child 
transmission (PMTCT), pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP), treatment as prevention 
(TasP), and post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP).32,33 The efficacy of such programs is 
directly related to adherence.13,32 Thus, the success of ART for both treatment and 
prevention hinges on adherence or interventions to increase adherence, as much as on the 
biological efficacy of the agent,33 making adherence and retention in care essential 
factors to long-term success of ART scale up.34   

	  
Efforts to quantify and collect data on patterns of patient loss to follow-up have led to a 
deeper understanding of this continuum and help to inform future interventions. 
However, thus far, these efforts29,32,35 mostly focus on point estimates and fail to 
adequately quantify and investigate the distribution of retention or adherence in the target 
population. In chapter 1, I present an innovative application of an economic method to 
improve the way we measure and think about adherence, with the goal of informing more 
effective and efficiently targeted interventions. I then examine an intervention designed 
to improve adherence in chapters 2 and 3. 
 
Barriers to retention and adherence  
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From a public health and policy perspective, it is important to closely examine the many 
barriers to retention and adherence to determine which are appropriate targets for 
intervention. Previous studies have identified non-disclosure,25 stigma, alcohol abuse,25 
food insecurity,36-39 costs and difficulty following drug regimens,29 and availability of 
drugs as key barriers to ART adherence. Food insecurity is of particular interest and is 
defined as existing “whenever the availability of nutritionally adequate and safe foods or 
the ability to acquire acceptable foods in socially acceptable ways is limited or 
uncertain”.40 It is a unique barrier to both adherence and retention as it acts across 
individual and structural levels, and is often considered “syndemic” with HIV/AIDS. 37,41-

49 In many locations, including Tanzania and Zambia, ART is provided free of charge, 
but ART-users report other related costs, such as transportation, user fees, and waiting 
times as major obstacles to adherence and retention.31,50,51Other costs often cited as 
barriers include those for missing work, childcare, and other competing costs such as 
food.34,38	  Importantly, all of these factors also affect retention in care.31  
 
In-kind and financial incentives as interventions 
As recognition of food insecurity as a barrier to retention in care and ART adherence 
increases, food assistance has gained momentum as a way to overcome these barriers 
among food insecure PLWH.52-54 Of the five studies that have examined the impact of 
food assistance on ART adherence in sub-Saharan Africa, three found higher levels of 
ART adherence among those receiving food.52,55-58 In addition to ART adherence, food 
assistance has also been positively associated with retention in care.53,59 Based on these 
limited results, food assistance appears to be a promising intervention to increase ART 
adherence and retention to care among PLWH, though it has yet to be rigorously 
evaluated in a randomized trial. 
 
Financial incentives have been shown to improve outcomes along the HIV care 
continuum.60-67 To date, however, there have only been a handful of trials examining the 
effects of financial incentives on adherence among PLWH. All four studies took place in 
the US in populations with a history of treatment failure or drug use/abuse, which are at 
higher risk of non-adherence than the general population. Given this, it is encouraging 
that all studies noted either an increase in adherence or decrease in viral load during 
follow-up.64 However, in all three randomized studies of cash transfers and ART 
adherence that examined durability, adherence returned to baseline levels once the 
incentives were removed.64 Some critical of incentives argue that incentives can ‘crowd 
out’ intrinsic motivation, making the individual less likely to engage in the desired 
behavior after the incentive is removed, potentially leading to limited durability of effect 
and causing harm in the long term. 64,68 This hypothesis will be explicitly examined in 
chapter 3. Although the evidence on the value of using incentives to increase adherence is 
growing, how or why these incentives work is unknown. In chapters 2 and 3 I will 
explore what people use them for and whether they may have unintended consequences.  
 
Food versus cash assistance 
Despite the promising outlook of food assistance as an intervention to address the 
deleterious effects of food insecurity, 52,55-57,69there is an ongoing debate over the relative 
value of food versus cash transfers. Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation focus 
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specifically on a randomized trial examining the impact of food and cash incentives on 
ART adherence.70 While the trial will evaluate whether food and cash incentives are 
equivalent in the Tanzanian setting, these chapters aim to provide explanations for how 
and why the transfers may or may not work and whether this differs by transfer type. 
There are many reasons why either food or cash may be the superior transfer type, and 
these vary by context. First of all, distribution of food is costly and often labor-intensive, 
prompting many to suggest cash as an alternative. For example, a cost-effectiveness 
analysis found that the cost of distribution was equal to the cost of food, effectively 
doubling the cost of the intervention.69 Meanwhile, the cost of distributing cash is much 
lower and sometimes nearly zero.71 Proponents of cash argue that cash offers greater 
freedom of choice to the recipient, is easier and cheaper to distribute, and is more 
efficient according to microeconomic theory.72 However, directly providing food results 
in higher food consumption (compared to cash) 72 and is acceptable when markets are 
performing poorly, i.e. there is little food available for purchase or food prices are very 
high.71 One hypothesis to explain this difference is that food assistance often impacts 
both those otherwise unable to afford food and those who would not purchase an 
adequate amount of food even if they had the required cash.71 Thus, in addition to the 
monetary value, food may nudge behavior in the desired direction, whereas cash alone 
has no such implicit suggestion for use attached to it.  
 
Adherence and retention in care are critical components of the HIV care cascade and 
must be improved in order to help end the HIV epidemic. This dissertation aims to 
describe and illustrate of the concentration of adherence across individuals and clinic to 
inform intervention development and also to explore mechanisms of action of an ongoing 
intervention to improve adherence.  
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Chapter 1: Non-adherence to antiretroviral therapy among HIV-infected patients in 

Zambia is concentrated among a minority of patients and highly variable across 
clinics 

 
ABSTRACT: 

Background: The distribution of poor adherence to antiretroviral therapy (ART) in an 
HIV-positive patient population indicates whether barriers to medication use are 
concentrated within particular sub-populations or are otherwise crosscutting. We 
quantified the medication possession ratio (MPR) and characterized the distribution of 
medication non-possession in a network of clinics in Zambia to identify “hotspots” and 
predictors of poor adherence.  

Methods: We analyzed a population of adults on ART for more than 3 months who made 
at least one clinic visit between March 1, 2013 and February 28, 2015. Pharmacy refill 
and clinical information were obtained through the electronic medical record system used 
in routine care. MPR was calculated as the number of days of ART dispensed over the 
total number of days the patient should have been on ART using pharmacy records. We 
constructed a Lorenz curve, plotting the cumulative proportion of days of medication 
non-possession against the cumulative proportion of patients to visualize the distribution 
of poor adherence. We used a multi-level logistic regression model to examine clinic and 
individual-level factors associated with MPR.  

Results: Among 131,767 patients in 56 clinics (64% female, median age 34 years [IQR 
29-41], median CD4 count at ART initiation 351 cells/µl [IQR 220-517]), the median 
MPR was 85.8 [IQR 70.8-96.8] indicating that patients were not in possession of ART 
14.2% of the time. After 1 year on ART, 45.6% of patients had 100% medication 
possession, the next 43.9% accounted for the bottom 50% of medication non-possession 
and the final 10.5% contributed the top 50%. Over time, a greater proportion of patients 
contributed to days of non-possession. In multi-level logistic regression, disclosure of 
HIV status, and more recent ART initiation were associated with higher MPR, while 
WHO Stage 3 or 4 at enrollment in care and being male sex were linked to lower MPR. 
Across clinics, median MPR ranged from 49.1 to 98.5 and clinic accounted for 12% of 
the total variability in MPR after adjusting for individual and other clinic-level 
characteristics.  

Conclusions:  A small fraction of patients account for the majority of days of medication 
non-possession, especially early after ART initiation. Further characterization of patient 
sub-populations where non-adherence is concentrated is needed to target interventions. 
The greatest amount of variability in MPR was explained by the clinic. Health systems 
interventions targeting clinic “hot spots” may represent an efficient use of resources to 
improve ART adherence.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Although adherence to antiretroviral therapy (ART) among people living with HIV in resource 
limited settings is high on average,29 understanding the variability in adherence across patients—
in addition to the average level—offers additional insights. Consider, for example, a population 
of patients where average medication adherence is 80%. If all patients in this population 
exhibited 80% adherence, we would suspect that barriers to adherence in this setting might be 
broad and systematic. Stock outs or local economic shocks would be barriers that could affect all 
patients equally. On the other hand, an average of 80% adherence might also represent a setting 
in which most patients had 100% adherence while a minority had very poor adherence. Such a 
skewed distribution would imply that the magnitude of barriers to adherence differs substantially 
between individuals. Distance from home to clinic and socioeconomic status, for example, might 
be highly variable in a population of patients.73 Interventions should be systematic and broad if 
little variability in adherence exists, but would be more efficient if targeted in settings where 
adherence differs markedly between individuals.  
 
Presently, most studies on adherence focus on population averages and offer limited information 
on quantifying variability. Although spread is often touched upon in quantities such as the 
interquartile range, which often accompanies reports of medians,29,74 these figures do not show 
the extent to which adherence lapses are concentrated. An analysis that pooled results of 
previous US studies using electronic monitoring to measure adherence showed that adherence 
varied non-linearly over time and that trend varied across study sites,75 but it did not provide 
estimates of the distribution of adherence across patients or within sites. Another reported 
notable differences in means across sites in Tanzania, Uganda, and Zambia, but the variability in 
differences within sites was not reported.35 Likewise systematic reviews and meta-analyses pool 
averages across studies, but variability within patients in a particular study are often not included 
in such summaries.  
 
To characterize variability in adherence to HIV treatment, we examined individual medication 
refill data from a large network of health clinics in Zambia. We borrow a technique originally 
used to describe income inequality, the Lorenz Curve, to highlight the extent to which variability 
in adherence is concentrated in a population.76 We also explored individual and clinic-level 
predictors of high adherence. The goal is to use this understanding of the distribution of 
adherence to inform the type and targeting of interventions to more effectively and efficiently 
improve adherence.  

 
METHODS 
 
Patients 
This is a secondary data analysis of electronic medical records of patients attending a Zambian 
clinic supported by the Center for Infectious Disease Research in Zambia (CIDRZ). To best 
characterize the contemporary patient experience, we limited our analysis to the current adult (18 
years or older) clinic population, defined as individuals who were on treatment had any HIV care 
visit between January 1, 2013 and February 28, 2015. We further limited the analysis to those on 
ART for at least 3 months. CIDRZ is a Zambian non-governmental organization that supports 
HIV care and treatment services at a network of 78 government and private clinics across 4 of 10 
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provinces in Zambia. For this analysis, we excluded CIDRZ-supported private clinics and clinics 
where a large randomized trial was ongoing because these clinics had access to additional 
financial and human resources that limit their representativeness of the typical Zambian HIV 
treatment experience. We constructed a retrospective cohort, with observation time beginning on 
the first visit date after January 1, 2013 and continuing until the earliest of: 90 days past their last 
appointment date, death, official transfer, or database closure on February 28, 2015 (sensitivity 
analysis on cut-off choice results is presented in Appendix Table 1.1). Observation time was 
limited to 90 days after the last documented pharmacy appointment because Zambian 
consolidated guidelines77 consider patients lost to follow up (LTFU) at greater than 60 days and 
clinics reported they often remove patient files from the records room after 90 days – therefore 
they cease to contribute metrics of adherence but rather are no longer considered part of the 
cohort of interest.  

 
Measurements  
Basic information about the clinics such as province and clinic type (e.g., urban clinic, rural 
clinic, hospital) was obtained from administrative data. Clinic size and the year the clinic started 
operating were determined empirically as the number of patients currently attending that clinic 
and the year of first recorded visit. Sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of patients, 
including all visit and appointment dates, were obtained from the patient’s electronic medical 
record in the Zambian national data system, SmartCare (visit date completion outlined in 
Appendix Table 1.2). Sex, education level, disclosure of HIV status, marital status, and WHO 
stage were documented through routine clinical care at time of enrollment in care, while baseline 
CD4 count was defined as the last CD4 count recorded between 6 months prior to and 7 days 
after ART initiation.  

 
Analyses  
We measured adherence with the medication possession ratio (MPR), or the proportion of time 
on treatment that a patient actually has ART in their possession. MPR is recognized as a reliable 
measure of adherence,35,52,70,78-81 with previous studies showing a strong association between 
MPR and viral load or treatment failure78,79 and poor clinical outcomes.82-91 Using visit and 
appointment dates from pharmacy records, we calculated MPR as the number of days of ART 
dispensed over the total number of days during the observation period. For example, pharmacy 
visits were usually given at 4 or 8 week intervals and 30 or 60 days of ART were given out for 
that interval. Because 2-3 extra pills are given at each pharmacy pick-up, in our analysis patients 
began to accrue days of medication non-possession 3 days after a missed pharmacy visit. These 
pills were later accounted for by adding 2 days to total medication possession for every on-time 
visit. After the last recorded pharmacy appointment and exhaustion of pill supply given on that 
date, patients accrued days of medication non-possession until the earliest date among: death, 
transfer, database close, or 90 days past appointment date. A dichotomized outcome of “good” 
MPR was defined as MPR>80%, since adherence above this level has been associated with 
lower levels of drug resistance, reduced mortality, and improved CD4 response in previous 
studies.82,86  
 
We examined the distribution of MPR in each clinic using boxplots. We then constructed a 
Lorenz curve76 by plotting the cumulative proportion of days of medication non-possession in 
the population against the cumulative proportion of patients in the population to visualize the 
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distribution of lapses in adherence. Because time on ART is associated with adherence, we 
stratified the curve by time on ART observed (0-6 months, 6 months-1 year, 1-2 years, 2-3 years, 
3-5 years) to increase interpretability. To contribute to a stratum, the patient had to be observed 
for the entire period of time on ART defined by that stratum. For example, to contribute to the 0-
6 months stratum, the patient’s entire 0-6 months on ART had to occur during the observation 
period. Each patient could thus contribute to multiple strata they were observed for that length of 
time on ART. 
 
We used a multi-level, mixed effects logistic regression model and mixed effects Poisson model 
(results shown in appendix) to identify individual and clinic-level characteristics associated with 
individual MPR>80% and calculate resulting odds ratios. Covariate selection was based on 
directed acyclic graphs that encode hypothesized causal relationships to include confounders and 
exclude colliders.92,93 We used a random intercept term for clinic. Sex, education level, 
disclosure of HIV status, marital status, and WHO stage were measured at enrollment into care; 
year of ART initiation and baseline CD4 count were measured at time of ART initiation; age, 
days on ART, clinic type, province, and clinic size were determine at the end of the observation 
period. We used the mi suite in Stata94 to implement multiple imputation to address missing 
predictor values for five variables (baseline CD4 category, education, marital status, disclosure, 
and WHO stage), as they were assumed to be missing at random conditional on other measured 
covariates (summary in Appendix Table 1.3).95 Intracluster correlation was calculated to 
determine the percent of variability in MPR attributable to clinic. All analyses were conducted 
with Stata version 13.0 (StataCorp LP, College Station, Texas). This study was approved by the 
institutional review boards at the University of California, Berkeley; University of California, 
San Francisco; and the University of Zambia. 

 
RESULTS 
 
Patient and Clinic Characteristics 
A total of 131,767 patients from 56 clinics were included in this analysis, collectively accounting 
for 1,175,666 pharmacy visits (Table 1). The median age was 34 [interquartile range (IQR) 29-
41] and 64% were women. The median time on ART was 3.47 years [IQR 1.52-5.98 years], with 
42% of patients initiating ART between 2013-2015. Median CD4 count at ART initiation was 
351 [IQR 220-517], and 35% were WHO stage 3 or 4 at initiation. The majority (52%) of 
patients attended clinics in Lusaka province and the majority (86.4%) had disclosed their HIV 
status to someone at the time of enrollment. Forty-three percent of the clinics were in Lusaka 
province (Table 2) and 43% were urban clinics. The median current clinic population size was 
1,770 [IQR 889-3,966]. 

 
Variability in MPR 
Median MPR among all patients 85.8% [IQR 70.8-96.8] indicating patients were not in 
possession of ART 14.2% of the time. The Lorenz curve revealed differences in distribution of 
medication non-possession by period of time on ART (Figure 1). During the first six months on 
ART, 49% of patients accrued zero days of medication non-possession, and thus had a 100% 
MPR. This proportion decreased for longer time on ART, and only 12.7% of patients had 100% 
MPR during years 3-5 on ART. Furthermore, the proportion of patients contributing to the top 
50% of medication non-possession also increases with time. During the first 6 months on ART, 
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11% of patients account for the top 50% of days of medication non-possession. Though still a 
minority, this group increases to 19% for the period of 3-5 years on ART. For example, we find 
that between 1 and 2 years on ART, 27% of patients had 100% medication possession, with the 
next 61% of patients accounting for the bottom 50% of medication non-possession and the final 
12% of patients contributing the top 50% of days of medication non-possession. 
 
In addition to individual heterogeneity by time on ART, MPR also varied by clinic with median 
clinic MPR ranging from 49.1% to 98.5% (Figure 2A). Similarly, by clinic, the percent of 
patients contributing zero days of medication non-possession ranged from 3.8% to 46.1% (Figure 
2B), while the percent of patients with MPR>80% ranged from 7.2-89.2% by clinic (Figure 2C). 
 
Multi-level predictors of MPR > 80% 
In multi-level multivariable analyses (Table 3) disclosure of HIV status (OR = 1.14, 95% CI: 
1.0-1.3), more recent ART initiation, CD4 >200 cells/µL at ART initiation, attending a hospital 
for care as compared to lower level clinic (OR = 1.7, 95% CI: 1.17-2.47), being married or 
widowed, and receiving care in Lusaka or Southern Province were significantly and positively 
associated with MPR>80% (Table 3). In contrast, college education (OR = 0.81, 95% CI: 0.73,-
0.90), WHO stage 3 (OR = 0.86, 95% CI: 0.82,-0.91) or 4 (OR = 0.77, 95% CI: 0.70-0.84) at 
enrollment, and attending an urban clinic (OR = 0.67, 95% CI: 0.52-0.86) or a clinic in Western 
Province (OR = 0.60, 95% CI: 0.45-0.78) were associated lower MPR. (Risk ratio results from 
an equivalent Poisson regression are shows in Appendix Table 1.4) .The intraclass correlation 
(ICC=0.12) indicates clinic accounted for 12% of the total variability in MPR even after 
adjusting for individual sociodemographic and clinical characteristics as well as and clinic 
characteristics (A graphical illustration of the differences between predicted MPR by clinic using 
a model with and without fixed effects for clinic is included as Appendix Figure 1.1).  

 
DISCUSSION 
 
In a large cohort of 131,767 patients from four provinces and 56 clinics in Zambia, we found 
MPR to be high (83%) on average but highly variable across both individuals and clinics. In the 
first year on ART, nearly 50% of patients had perfect adherence, while approximately 10% of 
patients accounted for 50% of the days of non-adherence. Both individual characteristics such as 
recent ART initiation lower WHO stage, female sex, and clinic characteristics were associated 
with MPR>80%. These results suggest that even though average adherence is high, lapses in 
adherence are common and concentrated among certain individuals in certain clinics at certain 
times after starting ART. However, even after adjustment for individual and measured clinic 
characteristics, clinic accounted for 12% of the variability in MPR. The concentrated nature of 
the problem reveals the presence of “hotspots” of poor-adherence that can guide further 
investigations. Additionally, these hotspots suggest that targeted interventions may represent a 
preferable overall strategy as compared to those targeting all patients to improve adherence. 
 
Visualizing MPR using the Lorenz curve provided novel insights into the distribution of 
adherence within a patient population. The Lorenz curve specifically summarizes the 
concentration of the outcome, in our case medication non-possession, in a way that traditional 
summary statistics such as mean and standard deviation or median and interquartile range do not. 
In other words, the information available in a Lorenz curve can also be conveyed in a series of 
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numbers, perhaps for example, that 50% of persons do not contribute to medication non 
possession, 60% contribute 7%, 70% contribute 15%, etc. A single Lorenz curve, however, 
shows all of these data points and offers a synthesis of the extent of distributional inequality. 
Furthermore, by comparing curves over time or across subpopulations, a comparative summary 
of the distributional inequality changes is also made immediately clear.   
 
We identified factors associated with less than 80% adherence. There was no major difference by 
age, but males were less likely to have MPR>80%, which is consistent with literature suggesting 
lower adherence among males.96-98 Adherence did not differ by much between those who had no 
education and those who had basic primary or secondary education, however adherence was 
lower among those with a college or university education. This is possibly because highly 
educated patients tend to switch to private clinics or health providers over time. Although 
adherence differed by marital status, the effect size was generally small. We found that those 
who had disclosed their HIV status at baseline were more likely to have MPR>80, which is 
consistent with the literature, even though the effect size is not dramatic.99,100 The factor most 
associated with adherence was year of ART initiation with those initiating more recently much 
more likely to have MPR>80%. This is consistent with our Lorenz curve findings that early after 
ART initiation, many patients have perfect adherence, and this number decreases over time. 
Clinically, the sicker patients, those with lower CD4 counts and WHO stage 2 or 4 were less 
likely to have MPR>80%. This is likely due to access issues related to severity of illness, and 
perhaps also a higher rate or unreported mortality.101  
 
Identifying clinic “hotspots” offers immediate information for systems improvement activities.102 
Both measured and unmeasured clinic level factors associated with lower adherence indicate that 
at least some of the drivers of adherence are likely rooted in the organizational and structural 
characteristics of the clinic or community. The odds of having MPR>80% differed significantly 
by province, being higher in Lusaka and Southern provinces, which are home to the capital and 
other larger urban centers, and lower in Western province compared to Eastern province. 
Western province was associated with lower overall adherence which may be explained by the 
fact that seasonal flooding makes clinics difficult to reach at certain times of the year. We found 
no association between clinic size and MPR. Hospitals were associated with higher MPR than 
rural health centers – a finding inconsistent with previous literature suggesting greater adherence 
and retention in lower level health clinics.103,104 On the other hand, urban centers were less likely 
to have MPR>80%. Beyond these measured factors, an additional 12% of the variance in 
adherence was due to unmeasured clinic characteristics. Many of these remaining factors, such 
as management, human capital, integrity and quality of care, and data quality are difficult to 
measure quantitatively but should be the focus of future research. Some of this variability may 
also be due to differential migration patterns at each clinic; anecdotally, however, migration was 
only reported as a factor potentially impacting MPR by <5 clinics. Strategies such as positive 
deviance also suggest that understanding processes at the highest performing clinics may offer a 
generalizable solution to improvement of delivery.  
 
This study has limitations. MPR was calculated based only on pharmacy visit and appointment 
dates, rather than conducting pill counts of doses distributed and number remaining when the 
patient returns. To increase accuracy of this method, we based assumptions of number of pills 
distributed and the number returned on information from local clinicians and pharmacists 
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regarding actual practices at the clinics. Another inherent limitation is that lost to follow up, 
transfers, and deaths, are not comprehensively captured in the data system, and some visits may 
not be accurately documented. Patients who appear lost to follow-up may have disengaged from 
care, but they may also be in care at another clinic or have died. To address this unknown patient 
status, we capped the time of observation at 90 days after the last appointment. In case of an 
undocumented patient death or transfer to care at another clinic before this date, we would likely 
underestimate MPR. However, for those who truly disengaged, this method would result in an 
overestimate of MPR. Previous research suggests that approximately 50% of those LTFU are in 
care elsewhere, so overall, this is likely a conservative estimate of MPR.105 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In summary, we found a high degree of variability in MPR that differed most strongly by time on 
ART and clinic. The Lorenz Curve illustrates that a small fraction of patients account for the 
majority of days of medication non-possession, especially early after ART initiation. Further 
characterization of these patients is needed to better target individual-level interventions. The 
difference across time on ART, also noted in other studies,75 suggests that interventions to 
increase retention and adherence should adapt to how long a patient has been on ART. In 
addition to individual considerations, we need to increasingly shift our focus to clinic-level 
interventions as clinic explained much of the variability in MPR. Further work to illuminate the 
specific factors at work on the clinic-level can aid in the development of clinic-level 
interventions that likely target structural and organizational factor. Health systems interventions 
targeting lower performing clinics may represent an efficient use of resources to improve ART 
adherence. 
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Table 1. Sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of patients on ART>3 months 
attending CIDRZ-supported clinics in Zambia (N = 131,767) 

 
N (%) 

Female 84763 (64.3) 
Year of ART initiation 

 2004-2006 14244 (10.8) 
2007-2009 32378 (24.6) 
2010-2012 29694 (22.5) 
2013-2015 55451 (42.1) 

Marital Status 
 Single 11233 (8.5) 

Married 69063 (52.4) 
Divorced 13530 (10.3) 
Widowed 13627 (10.3) 
Unknown 1839 (1.4) 

Education 
 None 7414 (5.6) 

Lower-Mid Basic 37608 (28.5) 
Upper Basic/Secondary 48513 (36.8) 

College or University 5092 (3.9) 
Disclosed HIV Status at baseline 113800 (86.4) 
Baseline WHO Stage 

 1 47231 (35.8) 
2 27739 (12.1) 
3 41380 (31.4) 
4 4799 (3.6) 

Province 
 Eastern 24890 (18.99) 

Lusaka 68653 (52.38) 
Southern 16310 (12.44) 
Western 21205 (16.18) 

Facility Type 
 Rural 12531 (9.56) 

Urban  73746 (56.27) 
Hospital 44781 (34.17) 

Clinic opening year 
 2003 69729 (53.2) 

2004 42704 (32.58) 
2005+ 18625 (14.21) 

  Median [IQR] 
Age 34 [29, 41] 
Time on ART (days) 1267 [556, 2,178] 
CD4 at ART initiation 351 [220, 517] 
Clinic Size (in hundreds) 1589 [681, 3,521] 
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Table 2. Characteristics of clinics attended by patients  
  N (%) 
Total 56 (100) 
Province 

 Eastern 11 (20) 
Lusaka 24 (43) 

Southern 10 (18) 
Western 11 (20) 

Facility Type 
 Rural 18 (32) 

Urban  24 (43) 
Hospital 14 (25) 

Clinic opening 
year 

 2003 or before 16 (29) 
2004 25 (45) 

2005+ 11 (20) 
  Median [IQR] 
Clinic size 1,770 [889, 3,966] 
Clinic MPR (%) 82.4 [75.1, 86.75] 
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Figure 1. Lorenz curve of days of medication non-possession stratified by time on ART 
and percent of patients contributing to non-possession 

 

 
Note: Bottom 50% of non-possession refers to the percent of the population that accounted for 
the lower 50% of medication non-possession. Top 50% of non-possession refers to the percent 
of the population that accounted for the higher 50% of medication non-possession
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Figure 2. A. Box plot of medication possession ratio by clinic (median range: 49.1-98.5); 
B Bar graph of the percent of patients with perfect adherence by clinic (range: 3.75-
46.05%); C Bar graph of the percent of patients with good adherence (MPR > 80%) by 
clinic (range: 7.2-89.2%) 
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Table 3. Results of multi-level logistic model of MPR>80a 

  Odds Ratio 95% Confidence 
Interval P-value 

Age 1.01 (1.01, 1.02) >0.001 
Male 0.88 (0.85, 0.91) >0.001 
Education   >0.001* 

None Ref   
Lower-Mid Basic 1.1 (1.02, 1.19) 0.011 

Upper Basic/Secondary 1.02 (0.93, 1.11) 0.661 
College or University 0.81 (0.73, 0.9) >0.001 

Disclose 1.14 (1, 1.3) 0.047 
Marital Status   0.004* 

Single Ref   
Married 1.1 (1.04, 1.16) 0.002 

Divorced 1.02 (0.95, 1.09) 0.548 
Widowed 1.08 (1, 1.16) 0.039 
Unknown 1.17 (0.9, 1.51) 0.233 

Year of ART initiation   >0.001* 
2004-6 Ref   

2007-09 2.64 (2.2, 3.18) >0.001 
2010-12 7.76 (5.45, 11.05) >0.001 
2013-15 21.19 (13.37, 33.6) >0.001 

CD4 count at ART initiation   >0.001* 
<200 Ref   

200-349 1.11 (1.06, 1.16) >0.001 
350-499 1.14 (1.08, 1.21) >0.001 

>500 1.16 (1.09, 1.23) >0.001 
WHO Stage at enrollment   >0.001* 

1 Ref   
2 0.98 (0.92, 1.05) 0.584 
3 0.86 (0.82, 0.91) >0.001 
4 0.77 (0.7, 0.84) >0.001 

Facility Type   >0.001* 
Rural Ref   

Urban 0.67 (0.52, 0.86) 0.002 
Hospital 1.7 (1.17, 2.47) 0.007 

Province   >0.001* 
Eastern Ref   
Lusaka 1.53 (1.22, 1.92) >0.001 

Southern 1.67 (1.38, 2.02) >0.001 
Western 0.6 (0.45, 0.78) >0.001 

Clinic Size (per 100) 1.00 (1.00, 1.01) 0.480 
ICC  0.12     
a Model was adjusted for year clinic opened and time on ART (results not shown) 
*P-value from Wald test of equivalence across all levels of variable 
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Chapter 2: It helps me live, sends my children to school, and feeds me: A qualitative study of 

pathways through which food and cash incentives may improve retention in care and 
antiretroviral adherence among adults living with HIV in Tanzania 

 
ABSTRACT  
 
Background: 
Financial and in-kind incentives have been shown to improve outcomes along the HIV care 
cascade. However, investigation into the potential pathways through which they work remains 
limited. Understanding the mechanisms through which these incentives impact health outcomes 
and for which populations they work best is critical to increase the effectiveness of future 
incentive-based programs. To identify the pathways through which incentives may improve 
retention in care or adherence to antiretroviral therapy (ART), we conducted a qualitative study 
within an ongoing trial of conditional food and cash incentives for HIV-positive food insecure 
adults in Shinyanga, Tanzania. 
 
Methods: 
Participants met trial eligibility criteria of 1) at least 18 years of age, 2) started ART within the 
past 90 days (at enrollment), 3) food insecure according to the Household Hunger Scale, and 4) 
body mass index >16 kg/m2. Eligibility for this study further required that participants had been 
randomized to the food or cash incentive group and received at least 3 of 6 possible incentives as 
of the interview date. We purposively sampled eligible participants and conducted in-depth 
interviews to examine how they used the incentive and the process behind these decisions to 
elucidate potential pathways through which incentives may work to improve retention in care 
and adherence to ART. 
 
Results: 
Among the 29 study participants, there were 16 women and 13 men, of whom 17 had received 
food incentives while 12 received cash. We found that the incentives acted through three primary 
pathways to potentially increase retention in care and adherence to ART: 1) addressing 
competing needs and offsetting opportunity costs associated with clinic attendance, 2) increasing 
motivation and 3) through a mental health pathway whereby the incentives reportedly alleviated 
stress associated with attending clinic and providing for oneself and one’s family. Participants 
did not report any harmful events associated with the incentives, but reported a variety of 
beneficial spillover effects on household welfare. 
 
Conclusion: 
This is the first qualitative study to examine conditional incentives and their potential pathways 
of action among people living with HIV. Understanding how incentives are used and how they 
impact outcomes can improve the design of future interventions. Based on the pathways 
identified here, economic and opportunity cost barriers and the mental health status of the target 
population should be a focus when implementing a food or cash incentive intervention. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The widespread availability and use of antiretroviral therapy (ART) has shifted HIV from a 
deadly disease towards a treatable chronic condition. The cascade of HIV care begins with HIV 
testing and continues by linking and retaining individuals in care and successfully treating 
PLWH (i.e., virally suppressed) for the rest of their lives.20 However, there are many points in 
the cascade such as linking to care after testing, initiating ART, and being retained in care, where 
an individual may disengage and experience suboptimal health outcomes. Thus, interventions to 
reduce such leaks in the cascade are in high demand. In resource-limited settings, such as Sub-
Saharan Africa, only 62% of eligible patients are estimated to start ART,22 and only 65% of ART 
initiates are retained in care at 3 years,20 with death estimated to account for 40-60% of those lost 
to follow-up.30,31 
 
Financial incentives have been shown to improve HIV prevention and treatment outcomes in 
some, but not all, studies, and reasons for this heterogeneity often remain unexplored. Several 
studies have demonstrated that financial incentives can lead to behavior that reduces HIV 
incidence60-62, increases HIV testing63,66,67, increases linkage to care after diagnosis65, and 
increases ART adherence,52,55-57,60-67 while others have shown null effects.106-108 As an 
illustration of this unexplained heterogeneity, it is unclear, why cash incentives reduced sexually 
transmitted infections among young girls in Malawi62 and young adults in Tanzania,61  but a cash 
incentive conditional on school attendance did not prevent HIV infection among young women 
in South Africa.106  
 
In addition to heterogeneous effects on the intervention’s primary behavioral outcome (e.g., 
school attendance) across studies, both positive and negative spillover effects have been 
reported. These spillover effects, defined here as effects not directly related to the targeted 
behavior or outcome, also vary in type and magnitude by study. Potentially harmful spillover 
effects previously reported include an increase in risky sexual behavior among men in the 
Malawi Incentives Project109 and an increase in obesity among participants in Mexico’s 
Oportunidades program.110 Meanwhile, positive spillover effects were observed in Mexico and 
South Africa when reproductive health and HIV-related risk behavior improved as a result of 
anti-poverty programs that distributed cash incentives targeted to households with children.111-117 
Without knowing how or why incentives work, and for whom they work best, we are unable to 
explain conflicting results, prevent undesirable effects, and maximize positive spillover effects.  
 
Literature examining the pathways through which incentives operate is sparse, and quantitative 
data from impact evaluations, although valuable, cannot explain these complex, often context-
dependent mechanisms of action that could help explain observed heteorogeneity. In contrast, 
qualitative research can provide a more in-depth understanding of how incentives may work–
information that could be widely applicable to the spectrum of cash and in-kind assistance 
programs currently being implemented.64,118  
 
Since there are virtually no empirical data describing how cash or in-kind incentives are used by 
PLWH and there is an equal paucity of data about why those decisions are made, we looked to 
qualitative studies of cash incentives in other contexts, specifically anti-poverty programs and 
programs to increase engagement with health systems. Qualitative research about incentive use 
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in the context of anti-poverty programs focuses mostly on the benefits and uses of the incentives, 
highlighting potential reasons for differential use and decision making which may be 
informative.119 A review on qualitative research on incentives aiming to support engagement 
with the health system explores how conditional cash incentives increased the use of health 
services in different programs across four countries. It concludes that the incentives worked both 
to lift financial constraints and to incentivize engagement with the health facilities, but that the 
effects were limited by social factors impeding the desired behavior such as traditional beliefs, 
gender and social norms, and poverty.120 In addition, a qualitative study in India exploring why 
conditional cash incentives for hospital births did not improve health outcomes, including 
neonatal and maternal mortality, despite increasing the number of hospital-based births, found 
that poor quality of care coupled with emotional and psychological costs (not overcome by the 
incentive) hampered improved health outcomes.121 Together, these findings demonstrate the 
complexity of the potential pathways that incentives may act through in various contexts, and 
highlight the importance of understanding the mechanisms through which incentives change 
behavior and the populations for which they work best in order to maximize benefits, minimize 
adverse outcomes, and better target incentive-based programs in the future.30,35-38  
 
We examined the potential pathways through which incentives may work in the context of ART 
adherence among PLWH .We conducted a qualitative study within an ongoing trial of 
conditional food and cash incentives to increase retention in care among HIV-positive food 
insecure adults in Shinyanga, Tanzania. The goal of this research was to identify the pathways 
through which incentives may act to improve retention in care, and to evaluate whether 
economic and psychological theories support these pathways.  
 
METHODS 
 
Study Setting and Population 
This study was ancillary to a randomized control trial evaluating the effectiveness of conditional 
food and cash incentives to improve adherence to ART among food-insecure HIV patients who 
recently initiated ART in Shinyanga, Tanzania (NCT01957917).70 Patients were eligible for the 
trial if they were at least 18 years of age, had started ART within the past 90 days, were food 
insecure, according to the Household Hunger Scale,122 and were not severely malnourished. In 
total, 805 patients were recruited from two government hospitals and one government health 
clinic and randomized into one of 3 arms: nutritional assessment and counseling (NAC; control), 
NAC plus monthly food incentive, or NAC plus cash incentive. All patients in the food or cash 
arms were eligible for up to 6 monthly incentives conditional on attending routine physician-
given appointments (within a +/-4 day window). Food incentives consisted of 12 kg maize meal, 
5 kg beans, and 5 kg groundnuts (peanuts). Cash incentives included requisite fees and were 
delivered via m-pesa, a mobile-money platform accessible throughout the region. The food and 
cash incentives were of equivalent value at 22,500 TSH ($10-12 with varying conversion rate), 
which is approximately 30% of regional GDP per capita per month (10.5% of GDP per 
household with median of 3 members).123 Participants were given the following instructions 
regarding the use of their incentive(s): “This food/cash is to help you stay healthy as you 
continue your HIV treatment. You can use the food/cash as you wish to help you with your 
health.” In the parent study, surveys were administered and blood samples for viral load were 
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collected at baseline, 6, and 12 months. Preliminary data indicate that both medication and visit 
adherence were higher in the cash group compared to either food or NAC only.124   
 
To participate in the qualitative study, participants had to be enrolled in the parent study, 
randomized to either the food or cash incentive group, and have received at least 3 of 6 possible 
incentives at the time of interview to ensure adequate exposure to the program and facilitate 
discussions about the incentive. Since previous studies indicated differential incentive usage by 
gender, head of household, and incentive type (food/cash),71,72 participants were purposively 
selected from these joint strata in an effort to represent the perspective of each sub-group. The 
interviews were distributed across study sites roughly in proportion to total study enrollment to 
increase diversity of participant viewpoints.  

 
Ethical Statement 
This study was approved by the Committee for Protection of Human Subjects at University of 
California Berkeley and by the National Institute for Medical Research in Tanzania. 
 
Theoretical Framework and interview guide development 
Three theories directed the development of the in-depth interview guide. The first is neoclassical 
microeconomic theory, which suggests that incentives help overcome economic constraints to 
positive health behaviors. Since the food and cash incentives were designed to mitigate food 
insecurity, which has been associated with decreased ART adherence,125 we incorporated 
questions to explore whether the incentives addressed opportunity costs or other basic needs that 
would otherwise preclude clinic attendance.118,125,126 The incentives can potentially have a price 
effect, income effect, or both.71,127 Based on consumer demand theory, individuals will demand 
or consume more of a good if the price is lowered; in this case a price effect implies that the 
incentive lowers the cost of coming to clinic. An income effect, on the other hand, implies that 
the incentives are large enough to relieve broader economic constraints, not limited to clinic-
related costs that could impact adherence.64 The resulting interview guide included questions 
examining competing needs, incentive use, how recipients make decisions about incentive use, 
and the structural factors influencing these decisions.  
 
The second is behavioral economic theory, which theorizes that individuals fail to engage in 
healthy behaviors due to systematic biases or shortcuts. For example, standard economic theory 
predicts that individuals may choose behaviors with immediate rewards over those with long-
term rewards and immediate costs (like adherence to ART or attending clinic) because they 
place a low value on, or “discount”, the long-term benefits of the behavior.64,128,129 Behavioral 
economic theory extends this assertion by predicting that the incentives may not act solely 
through discounting, but instead by counteracting non-standard barriers such as inertia (i.e., it is 
very hard for people to change routines that didn’t previously include taking medications or 
attending the clinic regularly) and self-control (i.e., it is very difficult for people to restrain 
behaviors perceived as more gratifying than being healthy). Incentives, such as food and cash 
incentives, may theoretically work either by increasing the short-term benefits of the costly 
behavior, counteracting inertia, or reducing barriers to beneficial self-control. In this study, 
incentives were intended to increase the short-term benefit of coming to the clinic, and thus we 
aimed to explore individual’s perceptions and preferences for present versus future goals and 
how that impacts decisions about incentive use.  
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We also drew constructs from Self Determination Theory, which distinguishes between intrinsic 
motivation, engaging in an activity because it evokes positive feelings, and extrinsic motivation, 
engaging in an activity for a separate consequence or reward.130 To further explore this 
phenomenon, we incorporated questions into the interview guide about pre-existing motivation 
to come to clinic and take ART and motivation during the incentive period. Questions explicitly 
examining mental health were not included in the interview guide; the mental health pathway 
arose unprompted from the interviews.  
 
After an internal review and revision of the interview guide based on feedback from local 
research assistants, a pilot study of four interviews was conducted September-November 2014 to 
further refine the guide. The interviews followed a semi-structured approach in that questions 
and probes were pre-specified to ensure consistent data collection, but the interviewer was free to 
change the wording or sequence of the questions and probes during the course of the 
interview.131 After each pilot interview, the guide was further revised to increase participant 
understanding of questions and depth of response (the interview guide is included as Appendix 
Item 2.1). This iterative process of interview guide design is characteristic of qualitative 
research.131 
 
Data Collection 
Recruitment 
We created eligible patient lists for each strata (joint strata of gender, incentive group, and head 
of household status) based on the baseline survey from the randomized trial and verified the 
number of incentives received by each before their next clinic visit. On their next HIV primary 
care visit, potentially eligible patients were approached by a researcher (A.M.) who explained the 
study. Interested patients provided written informed consent and completed the in-depth 
interview on the same day. Participants were reimbursed with a small token of appreciation for 
their time (kanga cloth or cellphone talk time) valued at approximately $5. 
 
In-depth interviews 
Interviews were conducted between February and May 2015. Each in-depth interview lasted 30-
60 minutes, took place at a private space at the health facility, and was conducted in Kiswahili by 
a Tanzanian interviewer trained in qualitative research methods and research ethics. The 
interviews were audio recorded with the permission of each participant and later transcribed 
verbatim and then translated into English by local staff. In addition, the interviewer created 
written memos in English at the completion of each interview to record any non-verbal 
attributes, emerging ideas, and suggestions to improve subsequent interviews. The interviewer 
and investigator debriefed in weekly meetings to discuss emerging themes, defined here as 
recurring patterns or categories of ideas that emerge across interviews.131 The target sample size 
was 32, and the final sample size was determined by examining theme saturation, both overall 
and within strata. 

 
Analysis  
We developed an initial list of deductive codes, such as ‘motivation’, that represented key 
aspects of the theoretical framework and hypothesized mechanisms of action. English transcripts 
of the interviews were independently read and coded by two researchers (NC and MB) using the 
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same codebook in either Atlas.ti or Dedoose qualitative data analysis software (software choice 
was based on access and preference), and coded transcripts were compared. Intercoder 
agreement for a set of 13 codes representing the main themes and theoretical framework was 
evaluated (pooled Cohen’s kappa = 0.81). The two coders met weekly to resolve coding and 
interpretation differences and to identify and discuss emerging themes and new inductive codes 
to be incorporated into the codebook. For example, though not included in our initial codebook, 
many narratives mentioned mental health and how the incentive helped to relieve stressors or 
negative thoughts, so a code was developed for this inductive theme and we returned to 
previously coded transcripts to incorporate it. 
 
To examine differences and similarities in narratives within and across themes, code sorts were 
evaluated and compared to the theoretical framework.131 For example, through examining 
quotes coded as incentive use, we found that many patients were using the incentive for 
entrepreneurial activities, and that became a potential pathway through which incentives may 
overcome economic barriers to ART adherence. Once pathways through which incentives were 
acting and themes emerged from the coding analysis, we considered the consistency of cases 
supporting and refuting those pathways and themes through systematic review, reduction and 
interpretation of the data.132 The transcripts were revisited once consensus was made on both the 
inductive and deductive codes to fully develop the observed incentive pathways and compare 
these findings back to the three theoretical frameworks. Narratives corresponding to each 
pathway were further analyzed to examine patterns or inconsistencies across sub-groups. 

 
RESULTS 
 
Participant Characteristics 
Among the 29 study participants, there were 16 women and 13 men, and 17 had received food 
incentives while 12 had received cash (Table 1). Only one person refused to participate in the 
study.  
 
How incentives were used 
 
Food 
All participants receiving food incentives reported using it for personal and household 
consumption. No one reported selling the food themselves, but one participant claimed to know 
someone who sold some of the food, and another reported sharing some with a friend. A strong 
sense of obligation to consume the food was common in the participant narratives. Some 
expressed that they didn’t feel enough ownership of the incentive to use it for anything but 
consumption [Table 2, Quote 1] whereas others felt that using the food for anything but 
consumption was incomprehensible [Quote 2]. Meanwhile, others, linking the food to the study 
and clinic, felt they should use the food to better themselves [Quote 3]. Lastly, some patients, 
likely those who were severely food insecure, didn’t consider using the food for anything but 
eating [Quote 4]. Benefits of food other than consumption were sparsely noted and included 
using the money normally spent on food to start a business [Quote 5] or to pay for school fees 
[Quote 6]. 
 
Cash 
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Participants reported that the extra cash provided by the incentives allowed them to spend money 
in a variety of ways, including food and basic needs, entrepreneurial activities, savings, and 
children’s school fees. Some participants were struggling to meet their basic needs more than 
others, and for them especially, all of the cash went towards food, rent and basic needs. One 
woman, who was not head of household, felt she could not consider using the cash for anything 
but food [Quote 7]. Others were able to use the funds for rent, and other needs, in addition to 
food [Quotes 8 and 9]. The perceived benefits were mostly related to improved physical and 
mental condition as many cited an increase in number of meals consumed, ability to feed other 
members of the household, and increased energy allowing them to be more productive. For 
example, one woman reported that she was able to start a business after restoring her own health 
and even use the profits from that business to pay for school fees for her children [Quote 10]. In 
this case, the benefits of the cash incentive included personal health, livelihood activities, and 
investments in children’s health or education. 
 
Entrepreneurial activities were more commonly reported among cash recipients compared to 
food recipients, despite being asked the same interview questions and similar probes. In addition 
to the woman described above who started her own business, one 32-year-old married man used 
the cash incentive to improve his pre-existing business by purchasing a cart to save money in 
daily rental fees [Quote 11]. Here again, the benefits multiply; this man’s ability to save and 
purchase his own cart temporarily freed up enough capital so that his wife could also start a 
business. These benefits appeared more concentrated in those who already had a small amount of 
money with which to meet basic survival needs and for whom the incentive provided some 
additional income, as they did not mention a pressing need to buy food and, could instead 
imagine and act on longer-term goals. 
 
While some participants reported investing in and saving for entrepreneurial activities to provide 
a better future and sustainable income, other participants simply saved the money to have some 
degree of financial cushion for the unexpected [Quote 12]. There was frequent commentary on 
the uncertainty of the future and certainty of death, and many felt driven to either start a business 
or simply save cash to help support their families in the case of, what they felt was inevitable, 
their own death. With this in mind, participants viewed their children as their legacy, their best 
hope for the future, and wanted to invest everything in them, with a strong focus on education. 
They frequently reported using at least some of the cash to purchase school supplies or pay 
school fees, like one father who felt empowered to support his child’s education and additional 
classes with the incentive [Quote 13]. 

 
Potential action pathways of the incentives 
We found that the incentives acted through three primary pathways to potentially increase 
retention in care and adherence to ART: 1) addressing competing needs and offsetting 
opportunity costs associated with clinic attendance, 2) increasing motivation, and 3) through a 
mental health pathway whereby the incentives reportedly alleviated stress associated with 
attending clinic, reduced worry about providing for oneself and one’s family, and provided hope 
for a better future (Figure 1). 

 
How food and cash incentives address competing needs and offset opportunity costs  
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One pathway through which incentives were found to increase retention and adherence was by 
alleviating economic barriers to attend clinic. This pathway had the strongest support in 
participant narratives. In many instances, this manifested as a price effect reducing opportunity 
cost, meaning that individuals could come to clinic instead of spending the day looking for food 
or money, which was a commonly reported reason for missing visits at the clinic [Quote 14]. For 
such patients who may have previously weighed their decision to go to clinic against other daily 
needs, the incentive offset the lost opportunity costs normally associated with going to clinic. For 
example, one woman who received food assistance emphasized that the incentive was enough to 
offset the time, inconvenience, and actual cost of coming to clinic even for those who hated 
coming [Quote 15]. Analogously, others gave specific examples of how receiving the incentive 
enabled them to pay expenses associated with clinic attendance, such as transportation, and 
explicitly cited the incentives’ ability to help provide for their families [Quote 16]. Another 
woman reported using the cash to purchase cotrimoxazole and another prescription that the clinic 
was unable to provide. Thus, the incentives likely act through a price effect pathway by reducing 
structural barriers and addressing opportunity cost imbalances to effectively reduce the price of 
attending clinic. 
 
Given that most participants reported using the incentives for food and other basic needs, the 
incentive also appeared to act through an income effect by relieving broader economic 
constraints not directly related to clinic costs. Many participants reported using the transfers to 
meet immediate basic needs such as buying food or paying rent [Quotes 8, 9, and 13], and/or to 
start or support entrepreneurial activities that would provide sustained income to meet these 
basic needs long term [Quotes 10,11]. Several participant narratives pointed to income effects as 
playing a role. For example, such participants reported that receiving the incentive allows them 
to fulfill those basic needs and expenses unrelated to clinic costs, and keeps them coming to 
clinic [Quote 17]. Thus, the incentives seemed to reduce economic constraints and meet basic 
non-clinic needs at home to facilitate clinic attendance and ART adherence, behaviors in which 
they were already motivated to engage. 

 
How incentives affected motivation to attend clinic 
Many patients expressed a high level of motivation to take ART, which stemmed from an 
ingrained belief in the effectiveness of ART stemming from both clinic messaging [Quotes 18 
and 19] and personal experiences witnessing or experiencing dramatic improvements in health 
after initiating ART [Quote 20]. However, very few explicitly reported that the incentive 
changed their desire or motivation to come to clinic. One man, with a nuanced and sophisticated 
understanding of his own motivation, explicitly said that the incentives did not motivate him to 
come to clinic and that he had to come regardless of the offer of the incentive or his ability to 
afford transportation [Quote 16]. On the other hand, it was apparent that participants correctly 
linked the incentives to clinic attendance [Quote 21: “I come here for my medications and my 
[food] certificate.”] and thus it is difficult to infer that the incentive did not impact motivation to 
come to clinic, even if such an effect was not explicitly and verbally expressed by participants. 
Most participants said that the incentive did not motivate them, but the interviewer reported non-
verbal cues such as eyes brightening and tone getting more excited when they discussed the 
incentives. Although this doesn’t directly translate into motivation, it does suggest that 
participants were excited about the incentives and very conscious of them. It is important to note 
that despite linking the incentive to coming to the clinic and checking in with a research 
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assistant, most participants had a limited understanding of the conditionality of the incentive, 
specifically that patients had to attend their scheduled appointment within a 4 day window to 
receive the incentive. For example, one man reported knowing that he had to check in with the 
research assistant in the office after picking up his ART from the pharmacy, but did not know he 
had to come to his visit on time to receive the incentive [Quote 22]. Though these individuals did 
not clearly understand or remember the specific requirements, the incentive seemed to act as a 
motivator by giving people an additional reason to go to clinic when they might otherwise have 
chosen not to.  

 
How incentives may reduce mental health barriers to adherence 
Many participants reported that receiving the incentives reduced stress, worry, and depression 
(often expressed in Kiswahili as ‘many thoughts’ or ‘bad thoughts’), and fostered a sense of 
peace because they were now able to meet their basic needs. These results suggest that mental 
health may have improved temporarily among transfer recipients. Although no participants were 
able to explicitly link this mental health improvement with increased adherence or clinic 
attendance, we infer this as a likely pathway given the strong association between mental health 
and adherence present in the existing literature.133-137 Participants reported that a sense of 
happiness and mental freedom arose from the ability to attend clinic (which often required a full 
day) and the absence of worry about where the next meal would come because they would be 
receiving the incentive, or had a previous incentive remaining at home or saved. One woman 
expressed the soothing feeling of knowing that she would be able to eat and get transport home, a 
sentiment echoed by others [Quote 23]. In addition, some, like this man and his wife, simply 
expressed relief, as the burden worries about meeting basic needs was lifted through receipt of 
the incentives [Quote 24]. In addition to stress relief, improved physical condition also inspired 
more positive thoughts and a sense of hope and direction among some, like this man who 
received food incentives [Quote 25] and ultimately wanted to do HIV outreach in the village to 
educate others. This evidence in the context of what is known about the relationship between 
mental health and adherence suggests that improvement of mental health is another pathway 
through which these incentives may act. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
This qualitative study explored how participants chose to use food and cash incentives received 
as part of an ongoing randomized trial, and identified three pathways through which the 
incentives may impact retention in care and adherence to ART if they are shown to be effective. 
Participant narratives suggested that patients used the incentives in a wide variety of ways, and 
that ultimately, if the incentives are shown to be effective, they are likely acting through one or a 
combination of the pathways: 1) offsetting opportunity costs and competing needs; 2) providing 
motivation to attend clinic; and 3) reducing mental health barriers associated with adherence. 
Overall, participants did not report harmful events associated with the incentives and instead 
reported a variety of beneficial spillover effects on household welfare, including: investments in 
productive assets or businesses, covering school-related expenses for children, saving, and 
covering expenditures for other basic needs such as rent and paying off debt.   
 
While most reported consuming the food provided in the food baskets, those receiving cash 
incentives understandably reported more varied uses including purchasing food, entrepreneurial 
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activities, paying school fees, and saving. Many receiving cash reported using at least part of the 
incentive to purchase food and using the remainder to address other needs, including saving it up 
over the course of several months, which was typically not possible with food in this climate 
without proper storage facilities. Given the fungible nature of cash, it is difficult to clearly 
determine how cash affected household consumption from qualitative data. However, the 
objective of this analysis was to identify the uses of the cash incentives as perceived by the 
patients. While some in the food group reported using the cash that would normally be spent on 
food to start a business or cover other expenses, such uses may be underreported from food 
recipients who did not clearly link food with offsetting other costs. Giving them food may also 
have served as an informal signal from the program that they were to consume the food, whereas 
cash does not naturally come with such a signal. Furthermore, the non-fungible nature of food 
helps to explain why people prefer to consume than sell, as selling these smaller allotments of 
food is not common, would likely be perceived as suspicious, and would sell below market value 
(personal conversations with local study team). A quantitative analysis of data in the ongoing 
trial will provide more insight into how food and cash incentives were used. However, results 
from this qualitative study may be consistent with literature showing that people receiving food 
incentives have higher food consumption while those receiving cash have greater freedom of 
choice for use.71,72 If true, it may be that food incentives have more of a short-term effect, while 
the transfer is ongoing, and cash incentives have long-term effects due to these additional more 
sustainable uses.  
 
Of the three pathways through which the incentives may impact retention and adherence 
identified in this study, offsetting opportunity costs and meeting basic economic needs had the 
most support. These pathways suggest that the incentive had both a price and income effect, with 
the majority experiencing a reduced price to attend clinic by offsetting opportunity costs, and 
some also meeting basic needs not directly related to clinic attendance. The noted reduction in 
opportunity cost is consistent with the context of a food-insecure population and feedback from 
local and regional health officials who reported that needing to work or find food is one of the 
most common reasons that patients become lost to follow-up (personal communication with 
Regional Medical Officer). Coming to clinic is typically a full day consisting of travel time, early 
morning arrival, check-in, educational session, waiting for and seeing a clinician, and lastly 
picking up the next prescription of ART before traveling home. Furthermore, many used the 
transfer to relieve broader economic constraints and meet basic needs (i.e. rent, children’s 
education fees, food), which likely also facilitated clinic attendance (income effects). By 
offsetting the opportunity costs lost by attending clinic (i.e. not being able to work or search for 
work or food that day), and meeting basic needs, the incentives may increase retention and 
adherence to ART.  
 
Another pathway through which the incentives may act is by motivating patients to come to 
clinic, through the incentive’s effect as external motivation. Although patients did not directly 
express that the incentives motivated them, potentially because of social desirability bias, most 
clearly linked receiving the incentives with checking in with research staff at the clinic, or more 
generally, coming to clinic. However, most did not fully understand the conditionality nor how it 
was enforced. Thus, this pathway, though plausible and likely for a few participants, appears to 
be the weakest pathway among the three, and any activity through it is likely to occur in 
combination with either or both of the stronger pathways outlined here.    
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The final pathway outlined here has the second highest level of support, emerged naturally from 
the data, and is consistent with prior work linking mental health to ART adherence,134 food 
insecurity,39 poverty,138 and cash incentives.139,140 In this study, many participants reported 
feeling “free” because they knew they had food or money to buy food and pay other expenses. 
Increased levels of anxiety, depression, and other mental health disorders is a noted effect of 
extreme poverty,138 and these afflictions have also been identified as barriers to ART 
adherence.134 Furthermore, food insecurity impacts HIV morbidity and mortality through a 
mental health pathway,39 which is especially relevant in this context of providing conditional 
incentives to food-insecure PLWH. Previous research within cash incentive programs found that 
receipt of cash incentives was associated with a significant reduction in depression symptoms 
both among households receiving incentives in Kenya’s cash incentive program for orphans and 
vulnerable children,139 and among mothers receiving incentives through the Oportunidades 
program in Mexico.140 In our study, participants not only reported that a mental burden had been 
removed as a result of receiving the incentives, but also reported a renewed sense of hopefulness, 
gratitude, and happiness that the clinic cared about them and their struggles with HIV and 
poverty. In addition to the mental health effects associated with poverty and food insecurity, 
participants in this study are also coping with a relatively new HIV diagnosis, which may be 
overwhelming. It is thus not surprising that many reported characteristics of improved mental 
health as a result of receiving the incentives. More attention should be paid to the interaction 
between the mental health effects of poverty and HIV and how interventions may improve 
overall health by addressing these circumstances. 
 
There were important limitations to this study. First, as this study took place before the trial 
concluded, we do not yet have definitive evidence that the incentives improve retention in care 
and ART adherence or whether that effect differs by incentive type. However, preliminary data 
suggests that they do, and our findings support those data. Secondly, while many participants 
reported improvements in health and productivity as a result of receiving the incentive, they were 
also all recent ART initiates. While this strengthens the study by increasing homogeneity of the 
study population, it is at the same time difficult to disentangle the effects of the incentives from 
the positive impact of ART on physical and emotional quality of life at the beginning of 
treatment.141 Lastly, social desirability bias is an important consideration, especially in 
participants’ responses about motivation to come to clinic and how the incentive may have 
impacted that. Since they are told how important it is to come to clinic, they may not have 
explicitly and/or verbally reported that the incentive motivated them because of perceived social 
pressure to not conflict clinic orders, lack of self-awareness of true motivations, or unease 
admitting they were motivated by the incentive and sometimes didn’t want to come to clinic, 
despite confirmation of confidentiality and probes directed at this specific issue. Furthermore, 
motivation often has a strong sub-conscious characteristic, and being able to vocalize reasons for 
a given behavior is limited by not only by what can be comfortably admitted, but also by self-
awareness of the source of motivation.   
 
This study also had myriad strengths. Trial results were unknown at the time of data collection 
and analysis which limits our ability to interpret results, but it also limits any interviewer or 
investigator bias that may have been introduced by knowing the results before conducting the 
interviews or analysis. Furthermore, conducting this study within a trial context allows us to 
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directly examine both incentive types in otherwise identical circumstances. This is the first 
qualitative study we are aware of that examined incentive uses and potential pathways of action 
among PLWH.  
 
The pathways outlined here are non-obvious in both scope and strength, and this can be 
leveraged in future intervention designs. For example, if the motivation pathway is assumed at 
the outset, conditionality may be crucial to the intervention. However, if the dominant pathway is 
through offsetting opportunity costs, conditionality may be less important or unnecessary. 
Furthermore, if offsetting opportunity costs is the dominant pathway, other non-incentive based 
interventions (e.g., shortening clinic wait time) may also be highly effective if targeted towards 
that barrier. However, while effective in reducing opportunity costs, such interventions likely 
won’t also help patients to meet basic needs. The mental health pathway elucidated here, and 
consistent with many other findings, also warrants greater attention in design and 
implementation. We acknowledge that different pathways may be more or less active for a given 
patient, therefore interventions, such as incentives, that give patients some freedom to choose 
how to address their multiple barriers are more desirable on a population level. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Food and cash incentives may impact retention in care and adherence to ART through one, or a 
combination, of several pathways. This study identified and described three likely pathways, and 
will further inform the interpretation of the trial results and future intervention design. By 
understanding how the incentives are used and how they may impact the desired outcome, we 
can improve the design of future interventions by varying amount, conditionality, and target 
population to increase effectiveness. Further consideration of the specific economic and 
opportunity cost barriers to a desired health behavior and also mental health status of the target 
population should be a focus when implementing a food or cash incentive intervention. 
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Table 1. In-depth interview participants stratified by gender, incentive group, and head of 

household (HoH) status in Shinyanga Region, Tanzania (N = 29) 
Men (N = 13) Women (N = 16) 

Food (N = 8) Cash (N = 5) Food (N = 9)  Cash (N = 7) 
HoH non-HoH HoH non-HoH HoH non-HoH HoH non-HoH 

4 4 4 1 4 5 4 3 
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Table 2. Selected quotes from in-depth interviews illustrating categories of incentive uses and pathways of action 

Category Gender 
Head of 

Household 
Status 

Incentive 
type 

Quote 
Number Quote 

Incentive Usage 

Food consumption F HoH Food 1 “I ate it by myself. I just can’t disburse it to others because I have 
not planted it. I ate and finished it by myself.” 

Food consumption M Not HoH Food 2 “You must be insane to sell the food that was given to you.” 

Food consumption M HoH Food 3 

“I came to a conclusion by myself that the food was given to me 
because of my health, body and my inability to get food. I thought 
that the food was to help me with the condition that I had. I thought 
it was to build up my health quickly. This food didn’t come to me for 
business purposes and that’s why I ate it together with my family 
and the children.” 

Food consumption F Not HoH Food 4 
“I used it well because we were given food that we can use 
daily...we are supposed to eat daily so I did my best in eating it 
daily”  

Entrepreneurial Activities M HoH Food 5 

“I have bought six goats since I have started to take the 
medications….I was not able to buy goats before because every 
amount of money I was getting was finished in buying food. There 
were moments where I was able to make up to one hundred 
thousands shillings but all of that was ending in buying food and 
paying rent but things have changed since I started to receive food 
because the money that was supposed to buy food is now used of 
other family uses.”  

Food offsetting other costs F HoH Food 6 

“I can speak of that in general terms, I was taking flour, beans and 
groundnuts to my house whenever I received them…This means 
that they have reduced the amount of money that I would have 
used to buy flour so I can use it for paying my child’s school fees.” 

Buy food with money F Not HoH Cash 7 

“The amount we were receiving was so little so I thought that I 
couldn’t use it for other things apart from caring for my health. 
Sometimes I was not able to work to get any money so I had to use 
the little that I had to strengthen my health. I had to buy little food 
and keep it in the house. It was impossible to distribute it for other 
uses.”  
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Buy food with money F HoH Cash 8 

“[The money] has helped me because, when I was receiving that 
money. I bought food, I could live peacefully, I was able to pay the 
house rental fee. I was sleeping in peace knowing that I am going 
to pay it. I was also sleeping peacefully because I knew that I was 
going to receive money in the next month and will be able to pay 
the fee.”  

Buy food with money, 
includes children F HoH Cash 9 

“The money was sent when I was in need, I would struggle for two 
months but was relieved with the money that was sent, it helped 
me in buying food for myself and my two little children. The food I 
was buying was helpful and the money was also helpful because I 
could get my other needs too and that would have been different if 
I were to receive food only.”  

Entrepreneurial Activities F Not HoH Cash 10 

“I started to buy fruits after receiving the money, I bought a lot of 
oranges and stored them at home, and I was eating one orange 
per day. I started that business  after feeling better; I was able to 
buy at least three fruits for use at home. [Money from the project 
and my new business] helped me in paying my child’s school fee. I 
was able to make thirty eight thousand shillings to pay for my child 
who is in standard five. I took him from my parent’s home and we 
stayed together. I was also able to send my last born child to 
standard one. I also paid thirty eight thousand for his primary 
education.” 

Entrepreneurial Activities M HoH Cash 11 

“I received that amount of money for six months; it has helped me 
to buy my own cart…I just saved it in my MPESA account until I 
bought a cart…I own a cart now. I no longer rent other people’s 
carts. I was paying five thousand shillings weekly to the cart owner. 
I have my own cart now. That money has helped me…. My wife is 
running a food kiosk. I gave her a capital. That money comes from 
the amount that I was offering to the cart owner weekly. I now give 
five thousand to my wife every weekend. She has used that for the 
food kiosk so that we develop.”  

Savings F Not HoH Cash 12 
“You have to save some money as you keep receiving it…I took 
twenty thousand and put it aside. You can fall sick someday, can’t 
you? You will use money in such a situation.” 

Children M HoH Cash 13 

“I think it’s good if this project continues because it empowers me, 
my family and helps in my child’s schooling. My child’s school 
requirement is for each child to attend extra classes so I need to 
have money for that, for examinations and other school 
contributions. There are a lot of needs that are relieved by that 
money so I will keep on thanking God if this project continues.”  
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Pathway 
1. Addressing competing needs and offsetting opportunity costs to attend clinic 

Reduction in opportunity 
cost M HoH Food 14 

“The food has helped me this way, in the beginning I had to first go 
look for food and then go to the clinic, but I can now go to the clinic 
knowing that I have left something at home and I am going to 
receive another thing at the clinic.” 

Reduction in opportunity 
cost F Not HoH Food 15 

“They would have come even if they hate it. Some hate...you know 
you may spend the whole day here at the clinic so you know that 
the whole day routine has been destroyed if you come here and it’s 
much more difficult when you don’t have something to eat. We 
always come here early in the morning and leave at 3 pm, so going 
home at that time not knowing what to eat and where to get it is so 
sad. There are a lot of troubles when you come here even if you 
are very early you won’t leave that early, that’s how the clinic is. He 
will not be bothered by spending the whole day at the clinic 
because he knows that he will find food at home [because of the 
incentive] and that’s different if one was to stay here for the whole 
day not knowing what to eat and where to get it.”  

Motivated by how incentive 
addresses needs M HoH Cash 16 

“I was away for sometime so I had to borrow some money from 
someone for transport fare so that I can attend the clinic on time 
and then would return the loan after receiving money from the 
project so it has somehow motivated me...Receiving money 
doesn’t motivate me to use my medications, I am using 
medications for my health, the money I receive motivates me 
through the services that it provides for my family and not in my 
medications…I am supposed to come to the clinic when my 
medications are finished, I have to come to the clinic whether it’s 
there or not.”  

Meeting basic needs 
motivates clinic attendance F Not HoH Cash 17 “This project is really helping me, I can’t stop coming here. It helps 

me live, sends my children to school and feeds me”  
2. Motivating patients to attend clinic 

Strong motivation to take 
ART F HoH Food 18 

“I can’t stop taking my medications, I can’t forget to take them. I will 
be devaluing my children if I don’t take the medications 
intentionally or forget to take them. That will not be fair to them. I 
will leave them with their grandmother while they are still young, 
why shouldn’t I continue with my medications so that I can pull 
them until they are grown up? They are saying that we can live 
long if we continue to use the medications” 
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Strong motivation to take 
ART F HoH Cash 19 

“We were told that we should take these medications for life and at 
the same time daily once we have started to take them. I was also 
scared [when I forgot to take ART] because we were taught that 
the virus will awaken with an abnormal speed if we stop taking the 
medications.” 

Strong motivation to take 
ART M HoH Cash 20 

“I was in a very bad state, I didn’t believe that I could get healed, I 
was in despair. I am feeling well right now that I have used the 
medications and followed the nurse’s instructions and advice. I can 
even do a casual labor if there is any…I couldn’t even carry a five-
liter jerry can during those days. All I could do was eat and sleep 
only.” 

Linked incentive with clinic M Not HoH Food 21 “I come here for my medications and my [food] certificate.”  

Understanding of study M HoH Money 22 
R: He told me that I will be receiving it through MPESA; I really 
received money through it. (MPESA is the money incentive system 
by the Vodacom mobile network) 

          
I: Did he tell you that you will be receiving money without doing 
anything? Were you supposed to do something to receive that 
money? 

          R: I was supposed to pass there after taking my medications. 
3. Reduce mental health barriers to adherence 

Reduced stress worrying 
about resources F Not HoH Cash 23 

“My heart was soothed, I felt like some of my problems were taken 
away. I was able to get help in transport and food. There were 
moments in which I was coming here with an empty stomach but I 
was able to eat and get transport to home.” 

Sense of Relief M HoH Cash 24 
We were so relieved both I and my wife after receiving  that money 
because we knew it will cater for our little needs. It helped us in a 
lot of ways. 

Renewed direction and hope M HoH Food 25 

“I was so happy and went home with comfort [after receiving the 
first installment]. I still have that comfort to this day and I am happy. 
It was different from other days in which I had no direction...I 
started to see changes in my body after I have used that food. I 
started to see changes in my body, the changes brought hope.” 
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Figure 1. Proposed pathways through which food and cash incentives may impact 
clinic attendance and ART adherence 
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Chapter 3: Do incentives undermine intrinsic motivation? Increases in intrinsic motivation 

within an incentive-based intervention for people living with HIV  
 
ABSTRACT 
 
Background: 
Cash and in-kind incentives have been shown to improve several health behaviors and outcomes 
across settings. However, some critical of incentives argue that incentives can ‘crowd out’ 
intrinsic motivation, making the individual less likely to engage in the desired behavior after the 
incentive is removed, potentially leading to limited durability of effect and causing harm in the 
long term. We examined this hypothesis in a trial of food and cash incentives among people 
living with HIV (PLWH) who were recent antiretroviral treatment (ART) initiates in Tanzania.  
 
Methods: 
Participants included in this analysis met trial enrollment criteria: 1) at least 18 years of age, 2) 
started ART within the past 90 days, 3) food insecure according to the Household Hunger Scale, 
and 4) had a body mass index >16 kg/m2 and for the current study also 1) started ART prior to 
the day the baseline survey was administered and 2) completed the 6-month and/or 12-month 
survey. In-person surveys were administered at baseline, 6, and 12 months. Intrinsic motivation 
was measured using the autonomous motivation section of the Treatment Self-Regulation 
Questionnaire (TSRQ, range: 0-3). To determine if intrinsic motivation changed differentially 
across arms, we compared the change in TSRQ score from baseline to 6 and 12 months within 
and across arms using T-tests and linear regression. 
 
Results: 
Among the 446 participants who met the inclusion criteria (mean age 37, 67% female), the 
intrinsic motivation score was 2.79 at baseline and 2.91 at 6-months. Intrinsic motivation 
increased from baseline to 6 months both for the overall study population (0.13 point increase, p 
<0.001, Cohen’s d = 0.29) and within arms: food arm (0.15, p<0.001, Cohen’s d = 0.37), cash 
arm (0.11, p<0.001, Cohen’s d = 0.25), and comparison arm (0.08, p = 0.160, Cohen’s d = 0.21). 
The change in motivation did not differ significantly by study arm (food v. comparison 0.07, 
95% CI: -0.07, 0.21; cash v. comparison 0.03, 95% CI: -0.11, 0.17). Motivation continued to 
increase and these relationships were similar at 12 months. 
 
Conclusion: 
This is the first study to empirically examine the crowding out hypothesis regarding incentives in 
a real-world, resource-limited setting among PLHIV. We found no evidence to support that 
hypothesis in this context. Although further research is needed to examine this relationship in 
different settings and with incentives of different amount and duration, given these results, 
incentive interventions in resource limited settings should not be impeded by concerns of 
crowding out intrinsic motivation.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Financial incentives, such as cash transfers, have been shown to increase a variety of health 
behaviors and positive health outcomes including health care utilization,142 immunization rates, 
143 child health status, 143 mental health, 139 exercise,144 and medication adherence.64 Cash 
transfer programs for poverty alleviation are now standard practice in Latin America and rapidly 
increasing in Asia and Africa. In the realm of HIV, financial incentives can improve outcomes 
related to HIV prevention and care including reducing HIV incidence60,61,145, increasing HIV 
testing63,66,67 and linkage to care after diagnosis65, and increasing antiretroviral (ART) 
adherence.64  
 
Although cash transfers have shown great promise as a public health intervention, it is critical to 
ensure that they are do no long-term harm, for example, increase behaviors with negative health 
effects or reduce motivation to do desired behaviors during or after the intervention period. Self 
Determination Theory (SDT), the principal psychological theory of human motivation, is often 
cited as an explanation of how incentives facilitate behavior change. It distinguishes between 
intrinsic motivation, engaging in an activity because of joy or other positive feelings generated 
from doing the activity, and extrinsic motivation, engaging in an activity because of some 
separate positive or negative consequence.146 In the context of incentives, the incentive serves as 
an extrinsic motivator to do the desired behavior. SDT also suggests that under certain conditions 
where autonomy, competence, and relatedness to others are fostered, extrinsic motivation can be 
internalized and transformed to intrinsic motivation. 147,148 Ideally, under this theory, incentives 
would be provided as a source of external motivation under conditions that facilitate it becoming 
internalized.  
 
Some critical of incentives argue that they may ‘crowd out’ intrinsic motivation, making the 
individual less likely to engage in the desired behavior after the incentive period compared to 
baseline.149 If true, a consequence is that incentives may have limited durability of effect and 
cause harm in the long term. 64,68 Experimental evidence supporting the ‘crowding out’ 
hypothesis is largely rooted in the field of psychology, with the most recent studies occurring in 
education. These studies often occur in a laboratory-like, controlled setting where individuals are 
given a task, such as completing a puzzle or editing papers, and are then given free-choice 
time.150 Whether or not they continue with the task and for how long during free-choice time is 
compared between a group receiving a reward, monetary or otherwise, and the group not 
receiving the reward. A meta-analysis of 128 of these studies found that those receiving the 
reward spend less time on the task in their free choice time compared to those without the 
reward, though the measure of effect was small (overall Cohen’s d = -0.21).150-152 However, 
others contend that incentives do not hamper intrinsic motivation under most conditions, citing 
the limited generalizability and narrow focus of most experiments.153,154  
 
The crowding out theory has not been examined in real world settings where the incentivized 
behavior may be beneficial and improve the individual’s health, as is the case with adherence to 
HIV treatment or keeping scheduled appointments. For example, many studies on human 
motivation conducted in education focus on short-term performance-based incentives (e.g., 
getting a high test score)149 that are not necessarily directly linked the desired outcome of 
increasing learning. Furthermore, although a recent study of conditional cash transfers to 
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increase gym attendance showed a reduction in attendance post-incentive, the level did not drop 
below baseline gym attendance levels nor below that of the control group suggesting that the 
program did not cause long-term harm (e.g., reduction in intrinsic motivation) or a reduction in 
the beneficial behavior.144 This study did not occur in a laboratory setting and is likely a more 
accurate representation of incentive response and motivation in a real-world setting.  
 
The few studies examining the effect of incentives on adherence to ART have targeted 
populations with poor adherence in the US. While all noted an increase in adherence or decrease 
in viral load during follow-up, in the few studies that measured post-incentive outcomes, 
adherence levels returned to baseline, suggesting lack of durability of the incentives’ effect.64 
However, no study has empirically examined whether incentives ‘crowd out’ intrinsic motivation 
in the context of HIV and treatment adherence, thus it remains a question of important 
consequence. For example, if these incentives are crowding out intrinsic motivation, then these 
interventions are having a negative effect that should be taken seriously and weighed carefully 
by implementers. However, if there is no evidence for crowding out, then successful incentive 
interventions should not be hampered by this concern. We had the unique opportunity to 
examine whether crowding out occurred in a study of conditional food and cash transfers in 
Tanzania using an empirical measure of intrinsic motivation.155 We aimed to explore whether 
levels of internal motivation change between baseline and after participants have received up to 
six food or cash transfers, and whether this difference varies by study arm. Our goal is to 
understand how receiving a transfer may impact intrinsic motivation in a real world resource-
limited setting. 
 
METHODS 
 
Population and Setting 
This is a secondary analysis of data from a randomized controlled trial evaluating the impact of 
food and cash transfers on adherence among HIV-positive adults in Shinyanga, Tanzania 
(clinicaltrials.gov: NCT01957917).70 Participants were recruited from two government hospitals 
and one government health clinic in Shinyanga region, Tanzania, which is a largely dry and 
agrarian region. The facilities were located in peri-urban areas and served patients who both live 
in town and in distant rural areas.  
 
In the parent study, eligible patients met the following inclusion criteria at the time of 
enrollment: 1) at least 18 years of age; 2) living with HIV infection; 3) initiated ART for HIV 
infection ≤90 days before enrollment; and 4) food insecure, as measured by the Household 
Hunger Scale.156,122 PLWH who were severely underweight (BMI<16.0) were excluded from the 
study, as these individuals require therapeutic food support (ready-to-use food products) for 
nutritional recovery. In total, 805 patients were recruited and randomized in a 1:3:3 ratio into one 
of 3 arms: nutritional assessment and counseling (NAC; comparison group), NAC plus monthly 
food transfer, or NAC plus cash transfer. The food and cash transfers were of equal value, and 
patients in the food or cash arms were eligible for up to 6 monthly transfers conditional on 
attending routine physician-given appointments (within a +/-4 day window). At baseline, 6, and 
12 months, in-person surveys were administered and data was extracted from patients’ medical 
files. 
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This analysis was limited to patients who completed the baseline and 6-month survey and/or 12-
month survey, and excluded those who started ART on the day of enrollment, as they were not 
asked questions regarding motivation to take ART at that time.  
 
Measurements 
Primary outcome 
Intrinsic motivation was measured at baseline (before incentives), 6 months (after completion of 
incentive period), and 12 months (6 months post-incentive) using the autonomous motivation 
section of the Treatment Self Regulation Questionnaire (TSRQ), originally designed to assess 
motivations and reasons for staying in a weight loss program.155 The TSRQ was modeled after 
self-regulation questionnaires by Ryan and Connell,157 and is based on Self-Determination 
Theory.146 The autonomous section of this scale measures the extent to which individuals choose 
to engage with a specific health behavior because of its importance to them (intrinsic 
motivation), rather than its importance to others or in response to external stimuli (extrinsic 
motivation). Since its original conception, TSRQ has been used to examine the relationship 
between autonomous motivation and weight loss maintenance and exercise,155 smoking 
cessation, glucose control among patients with diabetes,158 adherence to medication for chronic 
health conditions,159 and adherence to ART.160 It has also been further validated in the contexts 
of tobacco use, diet and exercise.161  
 
Participants who were on ART at baseline rated their agreement to statements describing reasons 
they may take their HIV medication as prescribed using a 3 point Likert Scale (1 = not at all 
true, 2 = somewhat true, 3 = very true). For example, participants were asked, “The reason you 
take your HIV medication as it was prescribed to you is because taking your HIV medication is 
consistent with your life goals”. Consistent with previous studies,155,160-162 the measure of 
intrinsic motivation was defined as the average score across the 5 statements. Change in 
motivation from baseline to 6 months, was defined as the difference in score between the 6-
month survey and baseline. Likewise, change in motivation at 12 months was defined as the 
difference in score between the 12-month survey and baseline. 
 
Exposure 
We aimed to determine if intrinsic motivation changed between baseline and post-transfer period 
and whether that difference varies between transfer groups. Thus, the primary exposure was the 
randomly assigned study arm: food transfers, cash transfers, or comparison group. 
 
Covariates 
We examined heterogeneity in the change in motivation by additional factors representing 
determinants of intrinsic motivation as theorized by SDT. Deci and Ryan suggest that factors that 
enhance competence, autonomy, or relatedness will enhance intrinsic motivation and, 
conversely, factors that undermine these will decrease intrinsic motivation.148 Additionally, 
Williams linked autonomous motivation, that coming from within, with self-rated current health, 
severity of illness, and perceived barriers in an investigation of the relationship between 
motivation and medication adherence.159 Factors that control behavior, like rigid social roles or 
inability to make decisions about your own behavior, may also undermine autonomous self-
regulation. With this in mind, we proposed to examine heterogeneity of change in motivation 
across age, gender, head of household status, marital status, education, religion, working status, 
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number of people in the household, food insecurity (according to the Household Hunger 
Survey),122, whether or not the individual has children, inability to go to school or work due to 
illness, role in decision making regarding own health care, self-rated health (1-10 scale), and 
barriers to care (Appendix Table 3.1). All factors were self-reported in the survey at baseline. We 
created an index of barriers to care that was the sum of responses (0 = not a problem, 1 = 
somewhat of a problem, 2 = big problem) to questions about 11 barriers to getting medical 
advice or treatment when sick (e.g. getting permission to go or getting money needed for 
treatment).  
 
Analysis 
To determine whether intrinsic motivation changed between baseline and post-transfer periods 
and whether that change was different across arms, we conducted paired t-tests among the total 
study population (pooled across randomization arms) and also within arms. Effect size was 
expressed as Cohen’s d statistic for each test. Cohen’s d is a standardized measurement of the 
difference between two means and is calculated as difference in means divided by the standard 
deviation. In general, an effect of 0.2 is considered small, 0.5 medium, and above 0.8, large.163 
We compared the change in intrinsic motivation between arms using linear regression. These 
same methods were repeated to compare the change in motivation between baseline and 12 
months. To examine heterogeneity across potential determinants of intrinsic motivation, we 
added the variable of interest and the two-way interaction term between the determinant and arm 
to the model. The Liu method was used to control false discovery rate in order to account for 
multiple testing in this subgroup analysis (multproc package in Stata).164 To examine the impact 
of loss to follow-up (197 participants did not complete the 6 month survey), we repeated the 
analysis with inverse probability of censoring weights to account for differential attrition. 
Probability of censoring was predicted using pooled logistic regression and included arm, age, 
food insecurity status at baseline, education, clinic, baseline working status, sex, marital status, 
and barrier score as main-term predictors. All analysis was conducted in Stata version 13 
(College Station, TX). 
 
RESULTS 
 
Overall, 469 participants were included in the analysis, of whom 446 completed both the 
baseline and 6-month surveys (N = 195 food arm; N = 207 cash arm, N = 45 comparison arm) 
and 270 completed the baseline and 12 month surveys (Figure 1). The average age was 37, 67% 
were female, 27% had no education, 89% had children, 76% were Christian, and 38% were 
married (Table 1). At baseline, the majority of participants were currently working (61%) and 
60% were head of household. Average self-rated health at baseline was 8.25 out of 10, although 
56% of participants had been unable to work or attend school due to illness in the past 12 
months.  
 
The mean intrinsic motivation score was 2.79 at baseline (range: 1-3), 2.91 (range: 1-3) at 6-
months, which was after the opportunity to receive food or cash transfers, and 2.95 at 12 months 
(range: 2-3), which was 6 months after incentives had ended. (Distributions for each item in the 
subscale are included in Appendix Table 3.2). The level of intrinsic motivation significantly 
increased overall over both time periods and within each study group (Table 2). Among all 
patients, the intrinsic motivation score increased by 0.13 points at 6 months (95% CI (0.09, 
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0.17), Cohen’s d = 0.29), and 0.19 points at 12 months (95% CI (0.14, 0.24), Cohen’s d = 0.49). 
We also observed increases in intrinsic motivation in each incentive arm. The increase in 
intrinsic motivation at 6 months was 0.15 points in the food arm (95% CI (0.09, 0.21), Cohen’s d 
= 0.37), 0.11 points in the cash arm (95% CI (0.05, 0.18), Cohen’s d = 0.25), and 0.08 points in 
the comparison arm (95% CI (-0.03, 0.19), Cohen’s d = 0.21) (Figure 2 A). At 12 months, the 
increase in motivation from baseline was 0.22 points in the food arm (95% CI (0.14, 0.31), 
Cohen’s d = 0.52), 0.16 points in the cash arm (95% CI (0.10, 0.22), Cohen’s d = 0.47), and 0.19 
points in the comparison arm (95% CI (0.05, 0.34), Cohen’s d = 0.49) (Figure 2 B). There was 
not a significant difference in change in motivation by arm at either time point, although the 
increase in motivation was slightly greater in the food group. For example, at 6 months the 
change in motivation in the food arm was 0.07 points greater than that of the comparison 
(95%CI: -0.07, 0.21), and the change in the cash arm was 0.03 points greater than that of the 
comparison (95% CI: -0.11, 0.17) (Table 3). Weighting the models by the inverse probability of 
censoring did not significantly change the results (Table 3).  
 
Analysis of heterogeneity revealed no differences in change in motivation within subgroups 
outlined in Appendix Table 3.1. Initially, only age appeared to significantly modify the effect of 
study arm (p = 0.05), but after adjusting for multiple comparisons, this was no longer significant 
(critical p-value = 0.002).  
  
DISCUSSION 
 
We examined change in intrinsic motivation between baseline and the end of the transfer period 
and 6-months post-transfer in a trial of food and cash transfers for HIV-positive adults in 
Shinyanga, Tanzania. We found that intrinsic motivation to take ART significantly increased 
both overall and within the food and cash incentive arms. However, there was no difference in 
the size of the increase by study arm and there was no evidence of heterogeneity by proposed 
determinants. To our knowledge, this is the first study to empirically examine the crowding out 
hypothesis regarding incentives in a real-world, resource-limited setting. We found no evidence 
to support the crowding out hypothesis in the context of incentives used to improve adherence to 
HIV treatment.  
 
The idea that incentives undermine intrinsic motivation has historically been an argument against 
their use. 68,150 Empirical data from this sample in Tanzania shows, contrary to the crowding out 
hypothesis, that intrinsic motivation is higher post-incentive compared to baseline. This 
relationship was robust to both adjustment for patient characteristics and inverse probability of 
censoring weighting to account for loss to follow-up. It also held for both 6 and 12 months of 
follow-up. In addition to the quantitative data presented here, qualitative data from in-depth 
interviews suggests that participants are using the incentives to both overcome economic 
constraints and offset opportunity costs to attending clinic (see Chapter 2). This suggests that the 
transfer is not merely an extrinsic motivator, and in fact, that it may have little impact on 
motivation to attend clinic. 
 
When considering incentives, there is an important difference between giving an incentive to 
someone who is economically constrained, for whom the incentive makes the behavior possible, 
and giving an incentive to someone with sufficient resources where the incentive may provide 
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additional motivation, not originally present, to engage in the behavior.165 Context likely plays an 
important role in how incentives may impact motivation. This particular intervention targeted a 
vulnerable population, recent ART initiates, and was designed to address food insecurity and 
overcome economic constraints, such as reductions in employment and productivity often 
experienced prior to and immediately after starting ART.166,167 It was valued to be consistent 
with cash transfers provided through the Tanzania Social Action Fund to avoid coercive effects 
and was designed to be short term. It may be that the crowding out hypothesis applies 
differentially to situations where the incentive is primarily acting as an extrinsic motivator 
compared to those where the incentive operates through a different mechanism. Perhaps an 
incentive can crowd out motivation for an activity that people have little motivation or desire to 
do in the first place and for which the incentive is the primary motivator, but less so for 
behaviors in which individuals are highly motivated to engage. Even though the baseline scores 
were very close to the maximum score possible on the scale, we still observed significant 
increases after the conclusion of the intervention period. While we cannot definitively refute the 
crowding out hypothesis in all arenas, our results suggest that this incentive intervention in this 
context did not reduce the level of intrinsic motivation for treatment adherence among HIV-
infected adults. 
 
There are several limitations to this analysis. First, the level of motivation was measured by the 
TSRQ scale, and there is little evidence of this scale being used in low-income countries. 
Although it has been validated for many health outcomes in myriad settings, and questions were 
reviewed and vetted with local staff and translated appropriately, it was not directly validated in 
this setting. This scale was chosen to build on and represent previous work done in this arena, 
but this may not be the best way to measure intrinsic motivation in this setting. On one hand, 
observed behavioral data, such as clinic attendance after the transfer period is over, may be a 
better indicator. However, such a measurement captures multiple behavioral drivers beyond 
intrinsic motivation, such as ability to access care, experience with providers, illness, migration, 
and other socioeconomic and psychosocial factors and it would be difficult to equate this 
behavior with intrinsic motivation directly. Given its limitations, the TSRQ scale was the best-
suited measurement tool for this application at this time. Secondly, since the baseline scores were 
already rather high on the scale, there may be ceiling effects, where the participants are unable to 
score any higher on the scale. This may limit our ability to test whether external incentives were 
internalized in the form of increased intrinsic motivation since those in the transfer arms could 
not possibly score higher. Furthermore, this was a secondary analysis of trial data, and thus was 
not powered to detect a change in motivation, nor heterogeneity by subgroup. Although the 
increase in motivation was statistically significant overall and within both the food and cash 
arms, we cannot rule out lack of power as the reason for the non-significant increase in the 
comparison arm and non-significant differences between groups. Similarly, lack of power may 
explain why we did not find significant heterogeneity among subgroups.  
 
This analysis also had several strengths, the most significant of which was that it was done 
within the context of a randomized trial, which limited confounding by unmeasured factors. 
Secondly, the intervention and measurements were standardized and implemented in the same 
manner across arms. The trial design also allowed us to measure intrinsic motivation at baseline, 
immediately at the conclusion of the incentive period, and also 6-months after the incentives had 
ceased providing a clear comparison of motivation levels and outcomes, something often missing 
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from other incentive studies. Furthermore, the TSRQ was developed in line with self-
determination theory, the underlying theory of the crowding out hypothesis. Using the sub-scale 
of this widely used tool increases comparability of our results to other studies. This scale has 
been used with many health outcomes and has been validated across settings in the developed 
world. Of note, the distribution of responses in our study (baseline intrinsic motivation 2.79 out 
of 3; 6-month: 2.91) is similar to other studies that have used this instrument. In the first use of 
the TSRQ autonomous scale used in a weight loss study, the mean was 13.8 out of 15 155; in a 
review of studies on smoking and/or diet and exercise 3 of 4 sites had a mean of roughly 6 out of 
7;161 in a study of patients with heart failure, nearly half of participants had the maximum score 
of 7;162 and in a study specifically looking at ART use, the mean TSRQ score for autonomous 
motivation was 6.5 out of 7.160 Lastly, the results of the sensitivity analysis using IPCW to 
account for loss to follow-up were consistent with the unadjusted and adjusted results of 
complete cases, which demonstrates the robustness of our results.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This is the first study to empirically examine the crowding out hypothesis in the context of an 
incentive intervention in a resource-limited setting. Further research is needed to explore this 
relationship in different settings and with incentives of different amount and duration. However, 
given these results, incentive interventions for treatment adherence should not be held back due 
to concerns of crowding out intrinsic motivation.  
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Figure 1. Participants included and excluded from analysis
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Table 1. Characteristics of participants completing both baseline 
and 6-month surveys, Tanzania, 2014-2015 

Characteristic N (%) 

Total 446 (100) 
Study Arm 

  Food transfers 194 (44) 
Cash transfers 207 (46) 

Comparison 45 (10) 
Female 299 (67) 
Education 

  None 122 (27) 
Any 324 (73) 

Religion 
  Christian 340 (76) 

Islam 77 (17) 
None 29 (7) 

Marital Status 
  Single 64 (14) 

Married 172 (38) 
Unmarried with partner 18 (4) 

Divorced/Widowed/Separated 192 (44) 
Currently Working 272 (61) 
Head of Household 268 (60) 
Who has the final say on decisions about how or 
when you obtain your own healthcare 

  You alone 320 (72) 
Your partner/spouse 29 (7) 
Someone else alone 11 (3) 

You jointly 85 (19) 
Baseline Household Hunger Scale (HHS) 

  Moderate hunger 266 (60) 
Severe hunger 180 (40) 

6-month HHS 
  Little to no hunger 160 (39) 

Moderate hunger 210 (50) 
Severe hunger 46 (11) 

Has children 394 (89) 
Unable to work or attend school due to illness 248 (56) 
  Mean (SD) 
Age (years) 37.07 (10.43) 
Number in household 3.74 (2.08) 
Self-rated health (1-10 scale) 8.25 (1.46) 
Barriers to care (max 22) 2.53 (2.04) 
Internal motivation at baseline 2.79 (0.36) 
Internal motivation at 6M 2.91 (0.23) 
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N Baseline 6-Month Difference (6M-baseline) SD 95% CI Cohen's d
Overall 446 2.79 2.91 0.13 0.43 (0.09, 0.17) ** 0.29
Food Transfer Arm 194 2.77 2.92 0.15 0.42 (0.09, 0.21) ** 0.37
Cash Transfer Arm 207 2.80 2.91 0.11 0.45 (0.05, 0.18) ** 0.25
Comparison Arm 45 2.79 2.87 0.08 0.38 (-0.03, 0.19) 0.21

N Baseline 12-Month Difference (12M-baseline) SD 95% CI Cohen's d
Overall 270 2.76 2.95 0.19 0.39 (0.14, 0.24) ** 0.49
Food Transfer Arm 104 2.72 2.94 0.22 0.43 (0.14, 0.31) ** 0.52
Cash Transfer Arm 134 2.79 2.95 0.16 0.35 (0.10, 0.22) ** 0.47
Comparison Arm 32 2.76 2.95 0.19 0.39 (0.05, 0.34) * 0.49
*p<0.05 **p<0.001
a Intrinsic motivation was the average score of a 3 point Likert scale on 5 questions from the autonomous motivation scale of the 
TSRQ

Note: Baseline values for the 6 and 12 month comparisons are different due to different sample size and different individuals 
included in each analysis

Comparison of 6-month values to baseline (N = 446)

Comparison of 12-month values to baseline (N = 270)

Table 2. Paired T-tests comparing intrinsic motivation scores at 6 and 12 months to baselinea
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Figure 2. Mean change in intrinsic motivation by study arm with 95% confidence intervals at 6 
months (N = 446) and 12 months (N = 270)ab 

 
 
a The red line at 0 indicates no change in intrinsic motivation 
b The mean change in intrinsic motivation is presented along with the estimated 95% confidence interval  
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Table 3. Linear regression model of change in intrinsic motivation across study arm   

Change in intrinsic motivation (6M-baseline) (N = 446) 

 
Unadjusteda Adjustedb 

Group Coefficient 95% CI p-value Coefficient 95% CI p-value 
Comparison Ref 

 
0.479 Ref 

 
0.375* 

Food Transfers 0.070 (-0.07, 0.21) 0.308 0.050 (-0.02, 0.13) 0.162 
Cash Transfers 0.030 (-0.11, 0.17) 0.650 0.040 (-0.03, 0.11) 0.277 

Identical models with inverse probability of censoring weights 

 
Unadjusteda Adjustedb 

Group Coefficient 95% CI p-value Coefficient 95% CI p-value 
Comparison Ref 

 
0.430 Ref 

 
0.573* 

Food Transfers 0.07 (-0.05, 0.19) 0.271 0.04 (-0.03, 0.11) 0.300 
Cash Transfers 0.02 (-0.10, 0.14) 0.752 0.03 (-0.05, 0.10) 0.465 

Change in intrinsic motivation (12M-baseline) (N = 270) 

 
Unadjusteda Adjustedb 

Group Coefficient 95% CI p-value Coefficient 95% CI p-value 
Comparison Ref 

 
0.508 Ref 

 
0.842* 

Food Transfers 0.03 (-0.12, 0.18) 0.710 -0.01 (-0.07, 0.05) 0.767 
Cash Transfers -0.03 (-0.18, 0.12) 0.698 0.002 (-0.06, 0.07) 0.932 

Identical models with inverse probability of censoring weights 

 
Unadjusteda Adjustedb 

Group Coefficient 95% CI p-value Coefficient 95% CI p-value 
Comparison Ref 

 
0.364 

  
0.829* 

Food Transfers 0.03 (-0.12, 0.18) 0.682 -0.01 (-0.08, 0.06) 0.811 
Cash Transfers -0.04 (-0.18, 0.10) 0.594 0.003 (-0.06, 0.07) 0.923 
aModel only contains study arm 
bAdjusted for clinic, sex, age, education, baseline intrinsic motivation, and baseline food insecurity (HHS 
category)  
*Wald test for equivalence of all arms 
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CONCLUSION 
 
Together these chapters provide novel perspectives on adherence to ART in sub-Saharan Africa. 
The initial examination of adherence and how it is concentrated across individuals and clinics 
highlighted the need to replace universal solutions with more data-driven strategic interventions. 
Then, within the context of an intervention to improve adherence, the results from a qualitative 
study outlined pathways through which the intervention acts. Understanding this mechanism can 
inform future intervention design and help to explain observed results. Lastly, an exploration of 
whether the intervention caused harm by crowding out intrinsic motivation found that intrinsic 
motivation actually increased over time post-intervention. This suggests that incentives in this 
context do not negatively impact intrinsic motivation and should continue to be implemented. 
 
Chapter 1 illustrated the high degree of variability in medication possession ratio within and 
between clinics. The novel application of the Lorenz curve further highlighted the inequality of 
this distribution and concentration of poor adherence among patients attending 56 HIV clinics. 
While further characterization of these patients is needed to better target individual-level 
interventions, these results can immediately inform interventions at the clinic-level. Utilizing this 
data to target and provide additional support to clinics with low levels of adherence will be 
critical to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of HIV programming. Such targeting at the 
clinical level is quite feasible and can be advanced through development and use of a dashboard 
that highlights important indicators, such as median MPR, that can be reviewed in real-time to 
inform and support programming. Further work to explore clinic-level drivers of this variability 
including management quality is planned. Meaningful data use, as demonstrated in this 
approach, can improve the data-to-care linkage and help improve resource allocation and patient 
care within and across programs.  
 
Chapter 2 explored the pathways of action of food and cash incentives for food-insecure PLWH 
in Shinyanga Region, Tanzania. This study found that the strongest pathway through which the 
incentives acted was by offsetting opportunity costs and meeting basic economic needs. This was 
consistent with our field observations and discussions with local clinic staff, research staff, and 
Ministry of Health officials. Recipients also reported improved mental health as a result of the 
incentive. This was an unexpected finding, but is consistent with previous literature. In the future 
we hope to explore this relationship further and also collect quantitative measurements on 
participants’ mental health status to confirm this relationship. The weakest pathway found was 
that the incentive motivated patients to attend the clinic. Although this was difficult for patients 
to be aware of and articulate, it did not seem to be a strong behavioral driver. Together these 
findings and previous knowledge about barriers to retention and adherence suggest that food and 
cash incentives can be an effective way to overcome barriers to positive health outcomes. Cash 
transfers are less costly to implement, maximize patient choice, offer the greatest propensity for 
positive spillover effects, and may have longer-term effects compared to food transfers. 
Furthermore, initial analysis of the randomized trial results show that the impact of cash transfers 
on adherence is greater than that of food transfers. Future work should thus aim to optimize the 
cash transfer delivery system and develop ways to bring such programs to scale to improve the 
health of patients living with HIV in developing countries and resource-limited settings.  
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Chapter 3 explored the concern that providing incentives may crowd out intrinsic motivation, 
leaving recipients worse off after the incentive is removed. To directly explore this issue, we 
measured intrinsic motivation at baseline, 6-months (post-incentive), and 12-months (6-months 
post-incentive). This was the first study of incentives in low-resource settings to explicitly 
examine intrinsic motivation. Levels of intrinsic motivation were high at baseline and increased 
over time. We found no evidence to support the crowding out hypothesis. These results are 
consistent with the pathways of action identified in chapter 2, as the incentives do not appear to 
be acting solely through motivation pathways, if at all. In similar settings where incentives likely 
act by offsetting opportunity costs and meeting basic economic needs, concerns of crowding out 
intrinsic motivation should not impede further rollout of potentially beneficial incentive 
programs.  
 
In summary, this body of work presents novel approaches to understanding and addressing ART 
adherence in sub-Saharan Africa. Application of a tool traditionally used in economics provided 
new insight into understanding the scope and magnitude of poor-adherence across clinics in 
Zambia. These results are being used to better understand clinic variability and to offer programs 
and support to under-performing clinics. Meanwhile, an in-depth exploration of the mechanism 
of incentives, not often undertaken in such studies, revealed pathways that help explain why the 
incentives were effective. In addition, an unexpected pathway through improved metal health 
was discovered, and this warrants additional attention in the future. Further examination of the 
incentives’ impact on intrinsic motivation found no evidence of the crowding out hypothesis. 
The findings highlight the need to empirically test theories in real-world settings where context 
may have a strong effect. Given these findings, crowding out is no longer a reasonable objection 
to incentive interventions in this setting. This multi-disciplinary approach to adherence has 
provided new insights and tool to further our understanding and inform future interventions.
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APPENDIX 
 

Table 1.1 Summary of Individual and Clinic Median MPR with 60, 90, and 
120 day cut-off periods past last given appointment 

 
Individual Level MPR Clinic Level MPR 

 
Median [IQR] Median [IQR] 

60 day cutoff 86.3 [72.6, 96.8] 84.2 [79.0, 88.2] 
90 day cutoff 85.8 [70.8, 96.8] 83.6 [78.4, 87.6] 
120 day cutoff 85.7 [69.5, 96.8] 83.1 [77.8, 87.0] 
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Table 1.2 Summary of chart review from 2 clinics: All pharmacy visits 
recorded in medical files of 50 patients randomly selected from each clinic 
and the percent of those visits captured in the electronic medical record 
system, SmartCare, by year after accounting for typographic errors 

Year Pharmacy visits in medical file  
Pharmacy visits not in 

SmartCare 

 
N N (%) 

2013 330 18 (5) 
2014 358 36 (10) 
2015 66 5 (8) 
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Table 1.3 Summary of missing data  
Covariate N (%) 
Female 0 (0) 
MPR 675 (0.5) 
Year of ART initiation 0 (0) 
Marital Status 22,475 (17) 
Education 32,624 (25) 
Disclosed HIV Status at baseline 16,264 (12) 
Baseline WHO Stage 10,618 (8) 
Province 0 (0) 
Facility Type 0 (0) 
Clinic opening year 675 (0.5) 
Age 0 (0) 
Time on ART (days) 675 (0.5) 
Baseline CD4 62,014 (47) 
Clinic Size (in hundreds) 0 (0) 
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Risk Ratio Standard Error 95% Confidence Interval

Age 1.00 0.00 (0.003, 0.005) ***
Male 0.96 0.01 (-0.055, -0.033) ***
Education ***

None Ref
Lower-Mid Basic 1.03 0.01 (0.005, 0.059) *

Upper Basic/Secondary 1.00 0.02 (-0.026, 0.036)
College or University 0.93 0.02 (-0.114, -0.031) **

Disclose 1.05 0.03 (-0.003, 0.108)
Days on ART 1.00 0.00 (0, 0) ***
Marital Status **

Single Ref
Married 1.04 0.01 (0.016, 0.059) **

Divorced 1.01 0.01 (-0.012, 0.039)
Widowed 1.03 0.01 (0.003, 0.055) *
Unknown 1.06 0.05 (-0.04, 0.155)

Year of ART initiation ***
2004-6 Ref

2007-09 1.41 0.03 (0.289, 0.397) ***
2010-12 2.04 0.05 (0.618, 0.806) ***
2013-15 2.91 0.07 (0.933, 1.205) ***

Baseline CD4 count ***
<200 Ref

200-349 1.04 0.01 (0.021, 0.055) ***
350-499 1.05 0.01 (0.031, 0.07) ***

>500 1.05 0.01 (0.03, 0.074) ***
WHO Stage at enrollment ***

1 Ref
2 0.99 0.01 (-0.031, 0.015)
3 0.95 0.01 (-0.073, -0.034) ***
4 0.91 0.02 (-0.127, -0.061) ***

Facility Type **
Rural Ref

Urban 0.83 0.14 (-0.478, 0.111)
Hospital 1.25 0.15 (-0.082, 0.53)

Province **
Eastern Ref
Lusaka 1.20 0.08 (0.019, 0.344) *

Southern 1.09 0.10 (-0.122, 0.292)
Western 0.83 0.08 (-0.358, -0.022) *

Clinic size (per 100) 1.01 0.00 (0, 0.011)
Clinic start year

2003 Ref
2004 1.15 0.07 (-0.014, 0.292)

2005+ 1.30 0.14 (-0.036, 0.558)

Table 1.4. Adjusted Risk Ratios from Multi-level Poisson Model of Medication 
Possession Ratio>80%

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001
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Figure 1.1. Mean MPR by clinic: empirical mean (blue), predicted mean without 
fixed effects for clinic (green), and predicted mean with fixed effects for clinic 
(red). 
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Item 2.1 In-depth interview guide  
 
Experience with ART and the clinic 
 

• Tell me about first knowing about HIV infection and your first time coming to this clinic. 
What happened? [probe about feelings and staff interactions] 

• You’ve now been taking ART for about 6 months. How do you think about taking your 
ART now compared to when you first started? How has it become easier or harder?  

o You’re now an expert, what would you tell someone else who is just starting? 
[probe for motivation] 

• Can you tell me about the last time you were unable to return to clinic to get more pills 
before you ran out? What happened then? What barriers do you face? 

o Is this what everyone else thinks too? Give me an example.  
o Optional: [Are you the same or different from your friends/family/people in your 

community with what you think about this? Give me an example.] 
• Tell me about a time when you forgot to take your ART or maybe took them late. What 

happened? Why?  
o Do these things (running out of pills or forgetting to take them) also happen to 

friends or other people in the community? How do they manage it?  
 
Experience in Study 
 

• Walk me through the day you enrolled in the study.  
o How was your experience with the research assistant?  
o How did you feel to be approached and then enter into the study? 

• Who did you tell about the study?  
o What did you tell them?  
o What did they say? 

§ [probe for: gender/power…..] 
 
Experience with Transfers  
 

• Remind me how many transfers have you received so far? 
• What were the expectations about how you were to use the transfer? 
• What happened the day you received/picked the first transfer? 

o How did you feel? 
o Where were you? (For cash transfer) 

• How did you use the transfer? (probe about other uses apart from study intentions) 
• Did you tell anyone about the transfer? What was that discussion like? How did you 

decide you were going to use the transfer at that time? Who was a part of that decision? 
Why? 

• Did this differ for each transfer? How did this change as you received more transfers? 
Did you anticipate the next transfer? 

• Have you heard from other people in the program who had similar or different 
experiences? What did they say? 
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• In this study, some people get transfers every month and some people don’t. When do 
you get the transfers? Why do you get transfers? What is the reason that people get 
transfers in this project? Why do you get transfers? Have you ever not received a transfer 
as planned? Why was that? 

• Did getting a transfer help you to get to clinic? Did the thought of getting the transfer 
motivate you to come to clinic? 
 

Parting thoughts 
 

• What do you think about this program? 
• What do you think about it only going on for 6 months? Should it be longer/shorter? 
• What else would you like to tell me about your experience with the study and with the 

transfers? 
 

 
	  

  

Things to probe on: 
 

• Make sure question is answered 
• Probe more when: 

o Gender and power issues are touched upon 
o Thinking (or not) thinking about the future and how decisions made now may 

impact the future 
§ Life goals and aspirations 
§ Hopes for the future 
§ Expectations for the future 

o Motivations to stay in care and take ART 
§ Why you come to clinic 
§ Why you take ART 
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Table 3.1. Rational for determinant inclusion in heterogeneity analysis 
Determinant Rational for inclusion  

Female 
Due to cultural norms females may feel lower levels of self-
efficacy and higher degrees of external control (thus lower 
autonomy). 

Education Level of education may be associated with competence and 
autonomy. 

Religion Religion may be associated with competence and autonomy. 
Religion may also increase relatedness. 

Marital Status Competence, autonomy, and relatedness likely differ by 
marital status. 

Currently Working Whether a person is currently working may be associated with 
competence and autonomy 

Head of Household Being head of household may be associated with competence 
and autonomy. 

Decision making about own 
healthcare 

An individual’s involvement in making decisions about their 
own health care may be linked to autonomy and competence. 

Baseline HHS Food insecurity level may be associated with competence and 
autonomy. 

6M HHS Food insecurity level may be associated with competence and 
autonomy. 

Has children Having children may be associated with competence, 
autonomy, and relatedness. 

Unable to work or attend 
school due to illness 

This is a reflection of severity of illness which has been 
previously associated with intrinsic motivation and is also likely 
associated with autonomy. 

Age (years) Age may be associated with competence and autonomy. 

Number in household The number of people living in a household may be 
associated with autonomy and relatedness. 

Self-rated health (1-10 scale) 
This is a reflection of severity of illness and self-rated current 
health which has been previously associated with intrinsic 
motivation and is also likely associated with autonomy. 

Barriers to care (max 22) 
Perceived barriers have previously been associated with 
intrinsic motivation and may also be associated with 
competence and autonomy. 
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Appendix Table 3.2 Distribution of answers to each question in the TSRQ sub-scale at each time 
point 

 

Baseline  
(N =643) 

6-months  
(N =446) 

12 months  
(N =270) 

Item Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 

The reason you take your HIV medication 
as it was prescribed to you is… 

      Because you feel that you want to take 
responsibility for your own health 2.76 (0.46) 2.93 (0.29) 2.97 (0.18) 
Because you have carefully thought about 
it and believe it is very important for many 
aspects of your life 2.81 (0.47) 2.91 (0.31) 2.94 (0.24) 

Because taking your HIV medication is 
consistent with your life goals 2.78 (0.50) 2.89 (0.36) 2.93 (0.30) 

Because you personally believe it is the 
best thing for your health 2.83 (0.46) 2.91 (0.34) 2.95 (0.21) 
Because it is an important choice you 
really want to make 2.79 (0.50) 2.93 (0.30) 2.96 (0.22) 
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